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CHAPTER 1

General introduction

1.1. Background

This thesis presents the research of laminar to turbulent transition of particle laden

flows and particle behavior in a transitional flow. Particle laden flows are inter-

esting from a fluid mechanics point of view, as particles alter the fluid structures

and thus possibly change some macroscopic parameters. One of these parameters

is the drag of the flow.

Drag reduction in turbulent flow is closely related to transition (see e.g. Gad-El-Hak

(1994); Gad-el-Hak (1996)). To investigate the onset of turbulence, a transitional

flow has to be considered. Transitional flow is the flow occurring in between lami-

nar and turbulent flow. At low Reynolds number, a flow is ordered: a laminar flow.

At high Reynolds numbers a flow is chaotic: the flow is turbulent. At moderate

Reynolds number however, a state exists which is neither fully laminar nor tur-

bulent: the flow is in a transition from laminar to turbulent, hence a transitional

flow. For a channel flow for example, a critical Reynolds number can be computed

above which the flow is unconditionally unstable: above this Reynolds number

a disturbance exists which will grow and lead to turbulence, see e.g. Schmid &

Henningson (2001). The hypothesis is that understanding turbulence requires in-

formation on how turbulence is created from a laminar flow. Also, an important

issue in transitional flows is the drag. When a flow becomes turbulent, the drag

increases approximately tenfold. Understanding transition and finding methods to

delay this process is important to find ways to reduce drag.

Methods for drag reduction can be split roughly into two areas of research: passive

and active methods. Active methods actively probe the flow to influence the flow

such that drag is reduced using feedback control. This can be achieved by plac-

ing sensors and actuators in the flow. If the sensor senses some drag enhancing

disturbances, an actuator is actuated to influence the flow such that such a distur-

bance can be canceled, see e.g. Semeraro et al. (2010); Chevalier (1999). Passive

methods on the other hand use open-loop control mechanisms. Now the fluid itself

or the surroundings are changed beforehand to achieve drag reduction. One can

think of putting riblets (Choi et al. 2008) or discrete roughness elements (White

1



2 1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION

& Saric 2000) in the flow. The idea is that first the sources of drag increase are

identified, after which a design to dampen these sources is made. The advantage

is that no active control is needed, therefore this method is cheaper than active

control. A disadvantage is that only known structures can be damped, the system

cannot anticipate on changes. Another form of passive control is to insert particles

or polymers into the flow, which might help to redistribute energy such that drag

is reduced.

The first part of this thesis presents results of a study of the stability of particle-

laden shear flows. Some examples of such flows are soot in a gas flow or sand in

the atmosphere. Because such flows are common, many efforts have been made to

better understand the behavior of particles in (turbulent) flow; reviews are written

by Toschi & Bodenschatz (2009) and Balachander & Eaton (2010).

Several additives can be added to the flow, e.g. polymers (Berman 1978; Dubief

et al. 2004), rigid fibers (Paschkewitz et al. 2004) or other particles (Rossetti &

Pfeffer 1972). In the early ’60s, Sproull (1961) showed that adding dust to a pipe

flow, reduces drag. At that time, this was a somewhat surprising result, because

the dust increases the density of the flow which would result in an increase in drag

if a monophase flow with equal density was considered. Sproull’s explanation is

that the viscosity of a dusty gas decreases with as much as 40 % and therefore drag

is reduced. However, this is in contradiction to the prediction of the increase of

viscosity for a dusty gas by Einstein (1906).

Recently, Zhao et al. (2010) found numerically that inclusion of small and heavy

particles reduces drag in turbulent flow. Light particles have been experimentally

investigated by McCormick & Bhattacharyya (1973) and Jacob et al. (2010). They

also found drag reduction for flows laden with light particles. Micro bubbles, which

can be modeled as rigid spheres when they are small enough, have also been nu-

merically investigated by both Ferrante & Elghobashi (2003) and Xu et al. (2002)

for a turbulent flow. They found that rigid micro-bubbles also reduce the drag.

A hypothesis for transition delay by particles is that the particle-fluid interaction

dampens the growth of disturbances, which in turn leads to turbulent structures.

Saffman (1962) and Michael (1964) found that heavy particles can increase the

critical Reynolds number in plane channel flow, thus delaying turbulence, when

the particles meet certain criteria. The work by Michael (1964) was extended by

Rudyak et al. (1997) with an improved numerical accuracy and a different defini-

tion of the main non-dimensional number. However, the general results stay the

same.

The stability of a flat-plate boundary layer flow is studied by Asmolov &Manuilovich

(1998). They adopted the same model as introduced by Saffman (1962). However,
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the base flow they used was not the base flow of a monophase fluid. Nonetheless,

the results for a boundary layer are comparable to those of the plane channel flow.

All these results show that the critical Reynolds number increases when heavy par-

ticles are considered. Matas et al. (2003a,b) showed experimentally that adding

particles with equal density as the carrier flow reduces drag in a pipe flow. They

found that for large concentrations all particles stabilize the flow, i.e. the critical

Reynolds number increases. For smaller concentrations, they found that small par-

ticle stabilize the flow, but that large particles destabilize the flow.

1.2. Mechanism of transition in monophase flows

Laminar-turbulent transition in shear flows of single-phase fluids has been studied

extensively in the past (Schmid & Henningson 2001), but it is still not fully un-

derstood. The flow stability is historically investigated using eigenvalue analysis.

A linearized set of disturbance equations is used and the eigenvalues are analyzed;

these eigenvalues indicate whether the perturbations will either grow or decay. The

theorem of Squire (1933) states that for every unstable three-dimensional wave, a

two-dimensional unstable wave exists at lower Reynolds number.

When perturbations grow, the disturbances can grow such that secondary effects

become important. These secondary effects can lead to turbulence. The unsta-

ble waves in wall-bounded shear flows are the so-called Tollmien-Schlichting (TS)

waves, named after Tollmien (1929) and Schlichting (1933) who found that a vis-

cous two-dimensional fluid can have growing disturbances. A critical Reynolds

number exists, above which a flow is unconditionally unstable. The eigenfunction

of the most unstable eigenvalue consists of 2D-vortices.

However, in many configurations transition proofs to be subcritical. Therefore, a

different mechanism of transition has been proposed, the so-called bypass transi-

tion. In TS-waves disturbances grow, but they grow slowly. In the bypass tran-

sition, the TS-mechanism is bypassed by a disturbance growing faster, before the

subsequent exponential behavior becomes important. This transient growth has

been investigated by e.g. Ellingsen & Palm (1975); Trefethen et al. (1993); Reddy

& Henningson (1993); Schmid & Henningson (2001). Their analyses showed that

the energy of a disturbance can induce a kinetic energy growth of several orders

of magnitude, before the exponential decay from the eigenvalues becomes evident.

This kinetic energy growth indicates that if the initial disturbance is large enough,

the energy can grow such that non-linear effects become important and secondary

instabilities occur. This in turn leads to a turbulent flow.
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In 2D, the optimal disturbance, the disturbance with largest energy growth, con-

sists of flow patterns opposing the mean shear direction. As time progresses these

disturbances are tilted into the mean shear direction, introducing transient energy

growth. This process is called the Orr-mechanism (Orr 1907).

Although transient growth is present in 2D, most energy growth is found in 3D dist-

urbances, where the energy growth of the disturbance scales with Reynolds number

squared, opposed to 2D disturbances where they scale with Reynolds number. The

optimal disturbance for both channel flows and boundary layer flows consists of

streamwise counter rotating vortices(Schmid & Henningson 2001). These vortices

pull high velocity fluid into regions with low velocity and vice versa, thus creating

the so-called streaks with high and low velocity in wall parallel plane flow. These

streaks in turn can become unstable and turbulent spots are formed. To become

fully turbulent, an extra perturbation is needed and non-linear interaction becomes

important. An efficient perturbation which needs low energy are two oblique waves.

These two oblique waves interact and form streamwise vortices. If the perturba-

tions contain enough energy, these streamwise vortices can lead to turbulent flow.

Hamilton et al. (1995) andWaleffe (1997) considered a regeneration cycle for transi-

tion consisting of three steps: the generation of streamwise vortices, the generation

of streaks due to these streamwise vortices and the breakdown of the streaks into

turbulence. Figure 1.1 shows these steps graphically. Note that, after breakdown,

the turbulence decays and generates streamwise vortices, creating a cycle in chan-

nel and pipe flow.

The optimal growth discussed is represented by the streak formation in Figure 1.1

and this is only one step in this three step transition process. A full transition

process can be described as (Reddy et al. 1998):

x-dependent flow ⇒ streamwise vortices ⇒
⇒ streamwise streaks ⇒ streak breakdown ⇒ transition.

An x-dependent flow could either be decaying turbulence or for example a pair of

oblique waves. Each of these waves grows by a non-modal mechanism so that they

can nonlinearly interact. From this quadratic interaction, streamwise-independent

streamwise vortices are formed that in turn induce streamwise streaks via the lift-

up effect. These streaks then initialize breakdown and turbulence. This results

again in a x-dependent flow as depicted in Figure 1.1, which then form streamwise

vortices in channel or pipe flow.

The details of this process has been extensively investigated in the past for a single-

phase flow, see e.g. Schmid & Henningson (1992); Berlin et al. (1994). Note that
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Streaks

x-dependent
flow

streamwise
vortices

Streak formation
(linear

advection)
Breakdown
(Instability)

Vortex regeneration
(nonlinear interactions)

Figure 1.1: Sketch of the regeneration cycle of wall turbulence, see Hamilton et al.

(1995); Waleffe (1997).

the oblique scenario is found to be the most efficient way to trigger turbulence

see (Reddy et al. 1998; Duguet et al. 2010, see) and it can be identified also in

non-linear optimal localized initial conditions (Cherubini et al. 2010; Monokrousos

et al. 2011).

1.2.1. Energy thresholds

From non-modal stability analysis it is known what sort of initial disturbances have

the largest potential for energy growth, but there is no indication of the amount

of energy needed to have transition. To gain more insight in the full transition

process, the next step in transition analysis is to investigate the energy needed

for transition. In relation to energy transition thresholds, several researchers have

considered the ’edge of chaos’ (Schneider et al. 2007). This is an asymptotic state,

neither decaying to a laminar state, nor evolving to turbulence. Near this ’edge

of chaos’ exact coherent structures are found (Nagata 1990; Waleffe 1998, 2001).

The edge state has been recently investigated by e.g. Duguet et al. (2010); Wang

et al. (2007); Kawahara (2005); Duguet et al. (2008a,b). A review is given by

Eckhardt et al. (2007). The investigation involves the search of the edge-state or

critical threshold energy. If the initial disturbance energy is larger than the critical

threshold energy, the flow will become turbulent and when the disturbance energy

is smaller, the flow relaminarizes. It is a powerful method to investigate changes

in critical threshold energy when the flow configuration is changed: in this thesis

when particle are added to the flow.
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1.3. Particles

A variety of different particles are present in nature. A first division can be identi-

fied by spherical and non-spherical particles. Non-spherical particles are present as

e.g. rods, cubes or ellipsoids. With such particles, the orientation of every individ-

ual particle in the flow is an important parameter. The complexity of such particles

is therefore much larger, in comparison with spherical particles. Research has been

conducted with polymers and fibers (Toms 1949; Paschkewitz et al. 2004), but

most research has been conducted with spherical particles, see e.g. Sproull (1961),

Rossetti & Pfeffer (1972), Zhao et al. (2010), Toschi & Bodenschatz (2009) and

Balachander & Eaton (2010).

Other important particle parameters are the size, with radius r, and the density

ratio ξ = ρf/ρp with ρf and ρp the fluid and particle density. The particle size

influences the particle relaxation time: the time a particle needs to adjust to the

fluid velocity. If the particles are too large, the timescale of the particles is larger

than the timescale of the disturbance. If particles are too small, they do not inter-

act with the flow and act as passive tracers. If the particle relaxation time is of the

same order as the disturbance time scale, particles may stabilize the flow. Similarly,

if the particle relaxation time is of the order of the small vortices in turbulence,

accumulation and clustering are observed. The particle relaxation time, however,

is not only a function of particle size. The density ratio is also of great importance:

the heavier the particle, the larger the relaxation time. The behavior of an air

bubble in water is different from that of sand in the atmosphere. When a density

difference exists, particles also migrate under influence of gravity. In experimen-

tal work the density ratio preferably is one, to prevent sedimentation and buoyancy.

The number of particles is the first important parameter when considering mul-

tiple particles. The more particles are present the more they might affect the

carrier fluid. An interesting aspect of particle-laden flows is the homogeneity of the

fluid/particle mixture. If many particles are present, they can cluster and these

clusters might influence the flow differently than in a homogeneous particle mix-

ture. It is known that particles may cluster, like in turbophoresis, where particles

tend to stay close to the wall (See, among others, Kuerten & Vreman (2005); Sar-

dina et al. (2012b)). But what the preferential positions of the particles are in

transitional flow, is not fully known and understood.

It is also known that a single particle will migrate laterally in a shear flow to find

certain stable positions. In a laminar pipe-flow for example, Segré & Silberberg

(1961) found that particles tend to move to 40% of the radius of a pipe. Many

others have tried to identify the key-processes for this phenomenon (e.g. Ho &

Leal (1974); Schonberg & Hinch (1989)). One important parameter for the lat-

eral movement is the particle size. If small particles are considered, which can be
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modeled as points, the lift force either can be neglected or a model can be used to

incorporate the lift force. Saffman (1965) introduced such a model, which is valid

for particles in a laminar shear flow.

1.4. Modeling particle-laden flows

The Newton-Euler equations can be used to describe the translational and angular

velocities of a rigid body. For a spherical particle they can be simplified because of

symmetry. A method that is used in this thesis to study particles in a flow is the

Immersed Boundary Method and will be presented in chapter 2.

Instead of solving the full Newton-Euler equations for particles, models are used

for particle-laden flows where particles are treated as point particles: particles are

considered small and can be modeled as points. The advantage is that the compu-

tation becomes more easy compared to a full DNS-Euler method. The disadvantage

is that the forces used to describe the interaction are an approximation.

One much used equation for the motion of single particle is the equation as given

by Maxey & Riley (1983), see chapter 2. In their equation, several interaction

terms between particles and fluid are given: the fluid acceleration, the added mass,

Stokes drag, Basset history force and buoyancy. Depending on the situation several

terms can be neglected. The Stokes drag term is the most used interaction term

and describes the force acting on the particle when dragged through a fluid. The

larger the velocity difference between particle and fluid the larger drag the particle

experiences. The added mass term is present, because the particle drags some sur-

rounding fluid along while moving through the fluid. The fluid acceleration term

describes the fluid velocity difference along the particle. The history term takes

the history into account of a boundary layer developing along the particle. And

finally the buoyancy term is the gravitational force when the particle is heavier or

lighter than the fluid.

One force was not mentioned by Maxey & Riley (1983), the Lift force given by

Saffman (1965). This force results in the lateral movement of a particle due to the

velocity difference between particle and fluid.

1.4.1. coupling models

Figure 1.2 shows an adapted graph by Elghobashi (1994), where all coupling models

are given. If the standard Navier-Stokes equations for the fluid are used and if the

fluid forces on the particle are modeled using a particle momentum equation, this

is called a one-way coupling model. The one-way coupling model is valid when only

a few particles are present. For larger particle concentrations, this model should be
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extended with a backforce from the particles onto the fluid. This is called a two-

way coupled model. If even more particles are included in the model, some extra

forces have to be accounted for, like particle-particle interactions. These interac-

tions consist of collisions and hydrodynamic coupling between the particles. In this

thesis a one-way, two-way and four-way coupling models are used, see Chapter 2.

negligable
effect on
turbulence

Particles
enhance
production

Particles
enhance
dissipation

Φ
10

-1
10

-3
10

-5
10

-7

10
-2

10
0

10
2

10
4

10
-4

10
-2

10
0

10
2

τ /τ
p    K

τ /τ
p    e

one way
coupling

two way
coupling

four way
coupling

fluid particle–› fluid particle‹–›

Dilute Suspension Dense Suspension

fluid particle‹–› ‹–›particle

Figure 1.2: Graph adapted from Elghobashi (1994) where the coupling models are
graphically explained. The particle volume Φ is given on the horizontal axis and the
particle relaxation time related to the eddy turnover time (τp/τe) or Kolmogorov
time scale (τp/τk) on the vertical axis. The larger the particle volume the more
extensive the coupling model.

1.4.2. Numerical methods

In Lagrangian tracking, the fluid is treated Eulerian and the particles are modeled

as Lagrangian point particles. The movement of point particles is solved using the

appropriate terms in the particle momentum equation. This method is suitable for

both one- and two-way coupling.

The implementation of the particle momentum equation can also be done in a

different way. The particles are then modeled as a second fluid and both particles

and fluid are modeled in an Eulerian framework. In that scenario both the fluid

and particles are solved separately including the interaction terms from the Maxey

Riley equation.
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1.5. Goal and outline

The aim of this thesis is to investigate how the presence of particles influence

transition. To answer to this, some intermediate steps are explained. The first

main question is whether particles influence the disturbance growth. And, if so,

how many particles does one need and what is for example the influence of the

relative density of the particles.

The size of particles is also important. Some particles can be modeled as points

while the finite-sizedness of particles might change the behavior of particles. Even

many small particles might cluster and influence the flow field as a cluster. This

thesis tries to answer those questions. Table 1.1 gives an overview of the numerical

methods used in every chapter.

Table 1.1: A summary of the different models used in this Thesis

Chapter Method density ratio ξ Coupling (non-)linear
3.1 Point particles << 1 2-way linear
3.2 Point particles ∼ 1 2-way linear
4 Point particles << 1 2-way non-linear
5 Point particles << 1 1-way non-linear
6 Finite-Sized ∼ 1 4-way -

The initial step in this thesis is to investigate whether the critical Reynolds num-

ber changes in particle-laden flows. Therefore a linear stability analysis with a

homogeneous particle distribution is discussed in Chapter 3. Not only the critical

Reynolds number is investigated, the effect of particles on the transient behavior

of disturbances is also treated. The stability analysis is used to identify the pa-

rameters used in the following chapters. It will appear that besides the particle

mass fraction one important parameter is the density ratio: a difference in behavior

of heavy and light particles is found. To investigate the particle behavior beyond

stability analysis, the solution of the full Navier Stokes equations for the fluid will

be used. Heavy and light particles are separated into different chapters.

In Chapter 4 the influence of heavy point particles on the transition threshold is

non-linearly investigated. Two transition scenarios will be analyzed, which have

been previously analyzed for fluids without particles (Reddy et al. 1998) and are

explained in the respective chapter. The number of particles in the flow has a large

impact on the influence of particles on the flow.

As large particle mass fractions can occur locally, particle clustering is of great

interest. Therefore, Chapter 5 deals with the motion of point particles in boundary

layer transition and wall accumulation is investigated. Also, the particle behavior



in different transition stages is examined.

In Chapter 6, the effect of finite sizedness of particles is discussed. Just as clusters

of particles, large particles can also influence the flow field. From bypass transition

it is known which parts of the flow are most susceptible for transition to turbulence.

It is known that large neutrally buoyant particles migrate towards an equilibrium

position. In Chapter 6, particle size and Reynolds number dependencies on the

equilibrium position in laminar flow are discussed. Also, how this changes when

more particles are present and particles interact with each other. These results can

be used, not only to predict whether particles tend to move to positions where they

can have an influence on transition, but also on the basic understanding of how

large particles move within channels which can be used for e.g. separation.

To investigate whether these preferential positions show in transitional flows, pre-

liminary experiments are conducted in a boundary layer flow with few large parti-

cles present.

Chapter 7 concludes the thesis and some recommendations are given for further

research.



CHAPTER 2

Methods

In order to tackle the physical problems mentioned in the introduction, several tools

are used. These tools are described in this chapter. In all modeling approaches of

point particles, the particle equation introduced by Maxey & Riley (1983) is used

as basis. The equation is first explained and non-dimensionalized in Section 2.1.

This is followed by the explanation of stability analysis in Section 2.2. Hereafter in

Section 2.3, the extension of the method is described, which is used for finding edge

states and clustering of heavy particles. For large particles modeling, a DNS tool

is presented in Section 2.4. In the last section the experimental set-up is presented.

2.1. Point particles

The particle equation described by Maxey & Riley (1983) is the starting point for

particles described as point particles. A particle is defined with radius r, kinematic

viscosity µ, particle mass mp = 4
3πr

3ρp and fluid mass at particle position mf =
4
3πr

3ρf . The equation for particle i at position Y (t) = [xyz]T (t) is then given as:

mp
dupi

dt
= mf

Dui

Dt
|Y (t) +

1

2
mf

(

Dui

Dt
|Y (t) −

dupi

dt

)

+ 6πrµ (ui[Y (t), t]− upi)

+ 6πr2µ

∫ t

−∞
dτv

{ dupi
(τv)

dτv
− Dui

Dτv
|Y (τv)}

[πν(t − τv)]1/2
+ (mp −mf )gi.

(2.1)

Following the notation by Maxey & Riley (1983), the term d
dt = ∂

∂t + upj

∂
∂xj

is

used for the time derivative following the moving particle, while D
Dt = ∂

∂t + uj
∂

∂xj

is used for the time derivative following a fluid element. The terms on the right

hand side are from left to right: fluid acceleration, added mass, Stokes drag, the

Basset history and gravity. The fluid acceleration term comes from the undisturbed

flow, which is assumed incompressible and where the term ν∇2ui is neglected. The

added mass is a result of the difference between fluid and particle acceleration. If

the d/dt term is put on the left hand side, this results in
(

mp +
1
2mf

) dupi

dt . Thus a

virtual mass, half the mass of the fluid, has been added to the particles. The Basset

history term takes the history of particle trajectory into account. The Stokes drag

11
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Table 2.1: Definition of the non-dimensional numbers used.

ξ
ρf

ρp
Density ratio

f Φ
ξ =

N0mp

ρfL3 Mass fraction

R
ρfUL

µ Reynolds number

S ντ
L2 = 2

9
r2

L2

ρp

ρf
Relaxation time

SR Uτ
L Stokes number

Sb 1
SR

r
Lπ1/2

1
R Basset History number

Fr U√
gL

Froude Number

Φ
N0

4

3
πr3

L3 Volume fraction

corresponds to the drag force by the fluid on the particle and, hence, is a function

of the velocity difference between the particle and the fluid.

Nondimensionlizing equation 2.1 with a typical velocity u∗ and typical length scale

L∗: u = u∗û and t = u∗

L∗
t̂ and discarding the asterisks and hats:

dupi

dt
=

ρf
ρp

Dui

Dt
+

1

2

ρf
ρp

[

Dui

Dt
− dupi

dt

]

+
1

τ

L

U
(ui − upi)

+
6πr2µL

mpU(LU πν)1/2

∫ t

−∞
dτv

{ dupi
(τv)

dτv
− Dui

Dτv
|Y (τv)}

[(t− τv)]1/2
+

(mp −mf)

mp

L

U2
g. (2.2)

In this equation τ =
mp

6πrµ = 2
9
r2

ν
ρp

ρf
is the particle relaxation time with fluid

density ρf and the fluid dynamic viscosity ν. The dimensionless numbers which

can be defined from Equation 2.2 are defined in Table 2.1, where ρp is the particle

density, r the particle radius and N0 the number of particles present in the flow.

Two forces described in Equation 2.2 are neglected in this thesis: gravity and the

Basset history term. Gravity has a direction and is therefore problem specific.

As the interest lies in general behavior, gravity is chosen to neglect. The Basset

history term is much smaller than the Stokes drag term and is therefore neglected.

(Klinkenberg 2011)

dupi

dt
= ξ

Dui

Dt
+

1

2
ξ

[

Dui

Dt
− dupi

dt

]

+
1

SR
(ui − upi) (2.3)

The relaxation time τ can be nondimensionalized with two different time scales.

The first is the viscous time scale τνL = L2/ν and the non-dimensional number be-

comes S = τ
τνL

= ντ
L2 . The second time scale is the advective time scale τUL = L/U

and is defined as SR = τ
τUL

= Uτ
L . Both numbers can be rewritten into the other

using the Reynolds number R = UL
ν . The definition of SR matches the known
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Stokes number and is therefore referred to as Stokes number. Note however, that

S is a convenient nondimensionalization of the relaxation time, as this is a function

of only the density ratio and size of the particle.

The Stokes drag force describes the drag force between the fluid and particle and

is coupled using Stokes number SR. The smaller SR, the smaller the relaxation

time and the faster a particle adjusts to the fluid velocity.

Looking closely at these equations one can distinguish three extremes: particles

with large density ratio (ξ << 1), neutrally buoyant particles (ξ ∼ 1) and bubbles

(ξ >> 1). When heavy particles are considered, the added mass and fluid accel-

eration term can be neglected and only the Stokes drag remains. Bubbles have a

different behavior as they are also deformable, therefore bubbles are not included

in the model. Rigid light and neutrally buoyant particles however, are part of this

thesis.

2.2. Stability analysis

Both modal and non-modal (also known as input-output) stability analyses are

performed. Modal stability is the classical hydrodynamic stability, where the crit-

ical Reynolds number is computed. Below this Reynolds number all disturbances

are exponentially damped. At larger Reynolds numbers on the other hand, dist-

urbances exist which exponentially grow. Although this is a very useful tool for

predicting turbulence, it is known that at transition in shear flow is often subcriti-

cal due to transient effects. The growth of a perturbation for a limited time, before

the exponential modal behavior is dominant, can induce secondary instabilities and

transition to turbulence. The initial growth in energy is investigated using the non-

modal analysis.

For both analyses an Eulerian description of the flow field is necessary: also for

the particle velocity field. Particles have to be small enough and they are assumed

to be homogeneously distributed such that they can be modeled as a second fluid.

For particles with ξ << 1, this can be achieved, but for particles with ξ ∼ 1, this

restricts the analysis; the limitations of the model are given in Chapter 3.2, where

stability analysis of particles with ξ ∼ 1 is discussed.

Using this restriction to the analysis, Equation 2.3 is written into an Eulerian

framework using the Eulerian description for a two-phase flow of heavy particles

by Saffman (1965) as a starting point. For the inclusion of the added mass and

fluid acceleration terms, the model by Ferry & Balachander (2001) is used, which

is known as a fast Eulerian method. In a review on modelling fluidized beds,

van der Hoef et al. (2008) showed some other terms which could be used. To

account for particle-particle interactions, a viscosity and pressure are also defined
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in the particle momentum equation. In the stability analysis in this thesis particle-

particle interactions are neglected, because the volume fraction of the particles is

considered small. Several more papers addressing Eulerian particle description are

(Crowe et al. 1996; Druzhinin & Elghobashi 1998; Balachander & Eaton 2010). The

Eulerian particle momentum equation becomes, for the three velocity directions

x, y, z:
dupi

dt
= ξ

Dui

Dt
− 1

2
ξ

[

dupi

dt
− Dui

Dt

]

+
1

SR
(ui − upi) . (2.4)

Here i = 1−3, for each of the three flow directions. When a two-way coupling model

is used, the fluid momentum equation incorporates the coupling terms as well. The

starting point is the standard Navier Stokes equation for an incompressible fluid:

Dui

Dt
= − ∂p

∂xi
+

1

R

∂2ui

∂x2
j

(2.5)

The terms that have to be added to incorporate the particle forces on the fluid are

equal but opposite to those in the particle equation. Those terms also have to take

the mass fraction of particles f into account:

Dui

Dt
= − ∂p

∂xi
+

1

R

∂2ui

∂x2
j

− fξ
Dui

Dt
− 1

2
fξ

[

Dui

Dt
− dupi

dt

]

+
f

SR
(upi − ui) . (2.6)

Two effects are neglected so far: the excluded volume Φ and the Einstein increase

in viscosity µ
µ0

=
(

1 + 5
2

)

(Einstein 1906). The first effect is that the volume of

the particles cannot contain the fluid and this should therefore be incorporated in

the momentum equation for the fluid. In the dimensional equation the density ρf
has to change to (1−Φ)ρf . The Einstein increase in viscosity exists because of the

rigidness of particles: the viscosity of the mixture changes because particles cannot

be deformed. The viscosity increase is therefore an effect on the total mixture and

therefore chosen to neglect in this thesis.

Taking the excluded volume into account the total momentum equation for the

fluid can be written as, with Φ the excluded volume of the particles

(1− Φ)
Dui

Dt
= − ∂p

∂xi
+

1

R

∂2ui

∂x2
j

− fξ
Dui

Dt
− 1

2
fξ

[

Dui

Dt
− dupi

dt

]

+
f

SR
(upi − ui) .

(2.7)

For a full system of equations, the conservation of mass for particles and fluid is

needed:
∂f

∂t
= − ∂

∂xi
(fupi) (2.8)
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∂ui

∂xi
= 0 (2.9)

Note that the conservation of mass for the particles is not necessarily zero, as

particles exit and enter the domain independently.

Combining the conservation equations with the momentum equations using ui =

Ui+u′
i, upi = Ui+u′

pi
, f = f0+f ′ and linearizing, results in the following linearized

disturbance Navier-Stokes equations, with the prime discarded:

(1− Φ)
∂ui

∂t
=− ∂p

∂xi
− (1− Φ)Uj

∂ui

∂xj
− (1− Φ)uj

∂Ui

∂xj
+

1

R

∂2ui

∂x2
j

− f0

(

1

SR
(ui − upi) + (AM + FA)

)

(2.10)

∂upi

∂t
= −Uj

∂upi

∂xj
− upj

∂Ui

∂xj
+

1

SR
(ui − upi) + (AM + FA) (2.11)

∂f ′

∂t
= − ∂

∂xi
(f ′U + f0upi) (2.12)

∂ui

∂xi
= 0. (2.13)

with AM and FA the added mass and fluid acceleration terms respectively:

AM =
1

2
ξ

(

∂

∂t
(ui − upi) + Uj

∂

∂xj
(ui − upi) + (ui − upi)

∂Ui

∂xj

)

, (2.14)

FA = ξ

(

∂ui

∂t
+ Uj

∂ui

∂xj
+ uj

∂Ui

∂xj

)

. (2.15)

From the system of Equations 2.10-2.15 it can be noted that the particle mass con-

servation is decoupled from the system and can therefore be computed a posteriori.

Therefore, the mass fraction f0 is denoted f hereafter.

To perform stability analysis the equations for the fluid velocities are rewritten into

wall-normal velocity v and wall-normal vorticity η = ∂u
∂z − ∂w

∂x , analogous to the

standard Orr-Sommerfeld-Squire system used for parallel single phase flows. This

is done by eliminating the pressure from Equation 2.10 and by solving ∂u
∂z − ∂w

∂x .

The corresponding total system of particle and fluid equations then reads

(

1 +
1

2
fξ

)

∂

∂t
▽2 v − 1

2
fξ

∂

∂t
Q =

=

{

−
(

1 +
1

2
fξ

)[

U
∂

∂x
▽2 −U ′′ ∂

∂x

]

− f

SR
▽2 +

1

R
▽4

}

v+

+
1

2
fξ

[

−U ′′ ∂vp
∂x

− U ′ ∂

∂x
▽ ·~up + U

∂

∂x
Q

]

+
f

SR
Q (2.16)
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(

1 +
1

2
fξ

)

∂η

∂t
− 1

2
fξ

∂

∂t

(

∂up

∂z
− ∂wp

∂x

)

=

= −
(

1 +
1

2
fξ

)(

U
∂η

∂x
+ U ′ ∂v

∂z

)

+
1

2
fξ

(

U ′ ∂vp
∂z

+ U
∂

∂x

(

∂up

∂z
− ∂wp

∂x

))

+

+
f

SR

(

∂up

∂z
− ∂wp

∂x
− η

)

+
1

R
▽2 η

(2.17)

with

Q =
∂2vp
∂x2

+
∂2vp
∂z2

− ∂2up

∂x∂y
− ∂2wp

∂z∂y
. (2.18)

The boundary conditions of this system are v = ∂v
∂y = η = 0 at top and bottom

walls.

2.2.1. Modal analysis

To study linear stability, wave-like perturbations in the following form are assumed:

q = q̂(y)ei(αx+βz−ωt),

where α and β define the streamwise and spanwise wavenumber of the perturbation

respectively, ω is a complex frequency. Squire’s theorem states that for every

three dimensional disturbance an equivalent two dimensional disturbance exists at

smaller Reynolds number, Squire (1933). Therefore, modal analysis is studied 2D

and the equation for η is not used. The system of Equations 2.16 and 2.11 is

rewritten as:
[

Los fP

−P Lpart

] [

v

upi

]

= 0

with upi = [up, vp, wp] and with the wave-like perturbation inserted:
[

Los Pfp

Ppf Lpart

] [

v̂

ûpi

]

− iω

[

Mos Mfp

Mpf Mpart

] [

v̂

ûpi

]

= 0

The eigenvalues of the system are sought and this results in values for growth rate

ω, as the temporal problem is considered.

When the imaginary part of ω is larger than zero, ℑ(ω) > 0, the perturbation will

grow exponentially in time. When ℑ(ω) < 0, the disturbance decays asymptoti-

cally. When all complex frequencies have an imaginary part smaller than zero, the

flow is stable. The point where ωi = 0, is called neutrally stable. When computing

ωi in a range of wavenumbers α and Reynolds numbers, a neutral stability curve

is obtained. This curve defines the range where exponentially unstable waves can

be found. An example for the resulting stability diagram is given in Figure 2.1, for

a plane Poiseuille flow.
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The neutral stability curve can be computed assuming two-dimensional perturba-

tions, since Squire’s theorem holds for the modified Orr-Sommerfeld equation, see

Saffman (1962); Boronin (2008).

Re

α

2000 4000 6000 8000 10000 12000 14000
0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

1.2

Figure 2.1: The neutral stability diagram for a plane Poiseuille flow. Inside the
curve the flow is unstable, outside the curve the flow is stable.

2.2.1.1. Energy analysis for particles with ξ << 1

The disturbance energy equations for the combined fluid and particles system with

Ev = 1
2 (uiui + fupiupi), can be derived by multiplying equation 2.10 with ui and

2.11 with upi and add them using the mass fraction f for the particle momentum

equation:

∂Ev

∂t
= −

∫

V

uiuj
∂Ui

∂xj
dV − 1

R

∫

V

∂ui

∂xj

∂ui

∂xj
dV

− f

∫

V

upiupj

∂Ui

∂xj
dV − f

SR

∫

V

(ui − upi)
2
dV. (2.19)

The divergence terms disappear owing to periodic boundary conditions and zero

velocity at the walls. Note that for particles with ξ << 1, the particle volume

Φ is negligibly small and that both the added mass and fluid acceleration terms

are negligible as well. This is shown in chapter 3. The first and second terms are

the kinetic energy production and dissipation of the fluid, respectively. The third

term is production of kinetic energy of the particles. From the last term it is clear

that a velocity difference always induces a loss in energy, as that is dissipation

of kinetic energy due to the velocity difference. The production and dissipation

terms can be computed separately to gain insight into the stability mechanisms

(Cossu & Brandt 2004). Assuming normal mode expansion, (E,D,Ds, Ty, Tpy ) =
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(Ê, D̂, D̂s, T̂y, T̂py )e
2ωit, with (in 2 dimensions)

Ê =

∫ 1

−1

(ûû∗ + v̂v̂∗) dy (2.20)

T̂y =

∫ 1

−1

− (ûv̂∗ + û∗v̂)
dU

dy
dy T̂py =

∫ 1

−1

− (ûpv̂p
∗ + ûp

∗v̂p)
dU

dy
dy (2.21)

D̂ =

∫ 1

−1

2

(

∂ûi

∂xj
· ∂ûi

∂xj

∗)

dy D̂s =

∫ 1

−1

(

(ûi − ûpi) (ûi − ûpi)
∗)

dy,(2.22)

where ∗ indicate the complex conjugate. Appendix A shows the mathematical

derivation.

Using equation (2.19) one can show that

ωi =
T̂y

2Ê
+

T̂yp

2Ê
− D̂

2Ê
− D̂s

2Ê
. (2.23)

The different terms in this equation can be evaluated using the eigenvector from

the stability analysis (û, v̂, ûp, v̂p), the Reynolds number R and streamwise wave

number α.

2.2.2. Non-modal analysis

Non-modal analysis determines the largest possible growth of a perturbation in a

finite time interval, also called optimal growth. The initial disturbance yielding

optimal growth is called an optimal initial condition.

The governing linear equations, Equations 2.10-2.12 can be written in compact

form as:
∂q

∂t
= Lq, (2.24)

with q = [v, η, up, vp, wp]
T . The largest possible growth at time t is the norm of

the evolution operator, or propagator, T = exp(tL). This propagator takes any

initial condition from t = 0 to a specified final time t. The maximum amplification

is defined as:

max
q0

||q||
||q0||

= max
q0

|| exp(tL)q0||
||q0||

= ||exp(tL)|| ≡ G(t). (2.25)

The norm used should be relevant to the problem, therefore the kinetic energy of

the perturbation is used.

Ekin =
1

2

(

mfu
2
i +mpu

2
pi

)

, (2.26)

with mf and mp the mass of the fluid and the particles respectively.

A matrix M can be constructed to compute the kinetic energy from q. This matrix
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M is applied directly to the vector q when the full system is investigated. The

kinetic energy integrated over the volume V is

E(t) =
1

2

∫

Ω

qHMqdV. (2.27)

With H indicating the transpose. With this definition the optimal growth is defined

as the 2-norm of the propagator.

As explained in the introduction, the optimal growth of spanwise disturbances

scales with R2 . Therefore, one might expect that if the particles are fully integrated

into the system, the particle density has to be incorporated into the Reynolds

number. However, as this is an assumption and depends on the definition of the

particle-fluid interaction, results will be shown for the Reynolds number based on

fluid parameters.

Not only optimization of the total energy and fluid energy is interesting, but also

the investigation of the optimal growth when perturbing only the fluid or particle

velocity. In this case, the total kinetic energy of the system is not considered,

but only a part of it, depending on the initial condition and final state chosen.

This separation can be achieved by including either fluid or particle energy when

computing the optimal growth. The optimization can be written as

G(t) =
||qout(t)||Eout

||qin(0)||Ein

=
||T qin(0)||Eout

||qin(0)||Ein

=
||FoutT qin(0)||2
||Finqin(0)||2

=

=
||FoutT F−1

in Finqin(0)||2
||Finqin(0)||2

= ||FoutT F−1
in ||2. = ||FoutC exp(tL)BF−1

in ||2 (2.28)

where F is the Cholesky factorization of M = FFH .

Here, propagator T = C exp(tL)B is rewritten to include the input and output

operators. The input is qin = Bq, while qout = Cq is the output one is inter-

ested in. The energy norm must be separated likewise, Min = FinF
H
in is applied

to qin to measure the input energy while Mout = FoutF
H
out gives the output energy.

In the classic non-modal analysis the following applies: Fin = Fout and C = B = I.

The transient growth for a perturbation with wavenumbers (α, β) = (0, 2) in a

single phase flow with R = 2000 is given in figure 2.2. In this example, pertaining

to the wavenumber pair yielding the largest amplification in Poiseuille flow, the

growth G(t) is given as a function of time. The curve is the envelope of the

amplification curves of all initial conditions, in other words the maximum response

to each optimal initial condition q0(t;Re, α, β, f, S) is used to define this curve.

The maximum growth, Gmax, presented in figure 2.2, is an interesting parameter

to be used to investigate the influence of particles on fluid flow as this is the global
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maximum in time of possible energy growth,

Gmax = max
t

G (t) .

0 100 200 300 400
0

100

300

500

700

900

t

G
(t

)
G

max

t
for max

Figure 2.2: Transient growth for (α, β)=(0,2) and R = 2000 for a clean fluid. Gmax

indicates the largest growth in energy while tfor max indicates the time needed to
reach this maximum

2.2.3. Numerical integration

The discretization in y-direction of the equations is done using the Chebyshev

collocation method (Reddy et al. 1998). The collocation points, ny, are Gauss-

Lobotto points. For the transient growth computation, the following energy matrix

M can be derived:

M =















(

−D2

k2 + 1
)

Iw 0 0 0 0

0 1
k2 Iw 0 0 0

0 0 fIw 0 0

0 0 0 fIw 0

0 0 0 0 fIw















. (2.29)

In the expression above, Iw is the diagonal matrix performing spectral integration

in y direction. This matrix can be easily factorized using a singular value decom-

position (SVD): M = UΣUH = FFH .

2.3. Lagrangian model: DNS with point particles

To account for inhomogeneous particle distribution the Eulerian approach of section

2.1 is extended to a model where individual particles are modeled. Also, non-linear

behavior is needed to incorporate the breakdown due to non-linear interaction of
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disturbances. The non-linear formulation of the Stokes drag is employed to account

for small but a finite particle Reynolds number Rep = 2r‖~up − ~u‖/ν. Using the

formulation for drag of a sphere described in Rowe & Enwood (1962), the particle

equation is modeled using non-linear Stokes drag, discarding the added mass and

fluid acceleration because of the used density ratio:

dupi

dt
= − 1

SR

(

1 + 0.15Re0.687p

)

(upi − ui) . (2.30)

The fluid equation with particle forcing at particle position is then given by:

∂ui

∂t
= − ∂p

∂xi
−uj

∂ui

∂xj
+

1

R

∂2ui

∂x2
j

+
∑

p

f

SR

(

1 + 0.15Re0.687p

)

(upi − ui) δ (xi − xpi) .

(2.31)

In this problem, also a certain number of particles is inserted, besides specifying S

and mass fraction f as was done in stability analysis. The number of particles N

is a function of particle volume Φ and size r:

Φ = fξ, N =
Φ

4/3πr3
.

Opposed to the stability analysis, an extra term has to be specified: either the

density ratio ξ or particle volume Φ. Using the relation S =
2r2ρp

9L2ρf
and specifying

the density ratio, the particles have a certain size, even though the particles are

modeled as point particles. Therefore, one should keep in mind that the particle

size should be small enough to simplify the problem to point particles.

2.3.1. Implementation

The numerical code is an efficient pseudo-spectral solver developed at KTH Stock-

holm (Chevalier et al. 2007) for the three-dimensional incompressible Navier-Stokes

equations with a particle tracking algorithm for the solid particles. The velocity

components of the fluid phase are expanded in both x (streamwise) and z (spanwise)

direction with Fourier modes and with Chebyshev collocation in the wall-normal

or y-direction. To advance Equation 2.7 in time, a fourth order Runge-Kutta algo-

rithm is used. Periodic boundary conditions are assumed in streamwise and span-

wise directions with no-slip at the walls. When a boundary layer flow is modeled,

an extra force in a small region at the computational outflow is used to dampen

the disturbances which otherwise would be used as inflow condition. More details

about the code are given in Chevalier et al. (2007).
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1-way and 2-way coupling

The particles are evolved by means of a Lagrangian Solver and are coupled to

the Eulerian grid of the fluid flow (Sardina et al. 2012a). The fluid velocities are

interpolated from the Eulerian grid onto the particle positions using a tri-linear

interpolation in the case of 2-way coupling (Chapter 4) and 4th order Hermite

interpolation in the case of 1-way coupling (Chapter 5). The time advancement

of the particle uses the same Runge-Kutta algorithm as the time-advancement of

the fluid. When two-way coupling is used, particles also influence the fluid. In

that case, the Stokes drag is extrapolated onto the Eulerian grid using the same

tri-linear scheme used in the interpolation. The particle back reaction is calculated

in physical space and added to the nonlinear term, before Fourier transformation

back into spectral space.

2.4. Large particles: DNS using the Immersed Boundary

Method

When considering large particles, having a finite volume, the particles cannot be

modeled as points as in the previous section. To perform computations with large

particles a different numerical method is used, as described by Breugem (2012).

The particles are modeled using the Immersed Boundary Method (IBM), which

has the advantage to solve the fluid flow on a cost-effective Cartesian staggered

grid. The grid of the particles is a uniform grid over the surface of a particle and

moving with the particle. The first is referred to as an Eulerian grid, the latter as

the Lagrangian grid.

The numerical method solves the Navier-Stokes equations for the fluid

∂ui

∂t
= 0, (2.32)

ρf

(

∂ui

∂t
+ uj

∂ui

∂xj

)

= −∂pe
∂xi

− ∂p

∂xi
+ µf

∂2ui

∂xj
+ ρffi, (2.33)

with ui the fluid velocity, ρf the fluid density, pe the contribution to the total pres-

sure from a constant pressure gradient and p the modified pressure (total pressure

minus pe) and µf the dynamic viscosity. ρffi comes from the body force due the

Immersed Boundary.

The velocity of a particle segment Up can be written as the velocity of the particle

plus the rotation:

Upi = uci + ωci × r, (2.34)

with r the radius of the particle, uci the centerline velocity of the particle and ωci

the rotation rate. The Newton-Euler equations for the particles reads (Breugem

2012):
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ρpVp
duci

dt
=

∮

δV

τ · nidA+ (ρp − ρf )Vpgi − Vp
∂pe
∂xi

+ Fci , (2.35)

Ip
dωci

dt
=

∮

δV

−→r × (τ · ni) dA+ Tci, (2.36)

with Vp the volume of the particle. τ = −pI+µ
(

∂ui

∂xj
+

∂uj

∂xi

)

the Newtonian stress

tensor, ni is the outward-pointing unit normal at surface δV of the particle, Ip is

the moment of inertia of the particle and gi is the gravitational acceleration. Fci

and Tci represent the force and torque acting on the particle.

Particle-particle interactions are modeled with two different models. For collisions,

a soft-sphere collision model is used. This force acts when particles are touching

or slightly overlapping. However, when particles are already close together, a lu-

brication force is used.

The flow configuration uses periodic boundaries in streamwise and spanwise direc-

tion. On top and bottom wall no-slip boundary conditions are present. On the

boundaries of the particle, no-slip is enforced using the extra forcing term in equa-

tions 2.33 and 2.35. The interpolation from the Eulerian grid onto the Lagrangian

grid is done using spreading (Uhlmann 2005).

2.5. Experimental set-up

To validate some of the numerical outcomes and to investigate the possibilities of

experimental research of the influence of particles on transition. An experimental

set-up is used, described by Mans (2007) and presented in Figure 2.3. In this set-up

a boundary layer flow is created.

Figure 2.3: The used experimental set-up and described in Mans (2007).
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The set-up consists of two water reservoirs, 2 meter tall and a cross-section of 1.2

meter. They are connected with a measuring section: a channel with transparent

walls of 2.7 meter long, 0.57 meter wide and 0.45 meter high. Also a system of pipes

and pumps is present to provide circulation by imposing a flow from the outlet back

to the inlet reservoir. Valves are present to regulate the flow through the channel.

Just after the inlet reservoir and before the test-section, a straightening unit is

placed consisting of honeycomb aligner and a wire-mesh. This unit is present to

make the flow laminar and uniform. After the straightening unit a turbulence grid

is placed to generate turbulent structures.

A flat plate is placed within the channel on which a boundary layer flow is formed.

Within the boundary layer, a laser sheet is created close and parallel to the plate.

A camera on top is used for recording images and used for PIV measurements.

Two different particles are used, namely tracer particles used for measuring the flow

velocity. Large particles are inserted to investigate their behavior in a boundary

layer flow. The sizes are 50 µm and 200 µm respectively.



CHAPTER 3

Linear stability analysis

In this chapter the results of both modal and non-modal stability analysis is pre-

sented. In the first part particles with ξ << 1 are considered (Section 3.1), in the

second part particles with ξ ∼ 1 (Section 3.2). Combined results will be presented

in Section 3.3, followed by a discussion and conclusions in Section 3.4.

3.1. Particles with ξ << 1 (heavy)

It is assumed that particles are much heavier than the carrier fluid, ξ << 1. This

implies that the only interaction term in Equations 2.10 and 2.11 is the Stokes

Drag. Using this simplification the modal analysis is treated first followed by the

transient growth analysis.

3.1.1. Exponential behavior of disturbances

Considering the least stable eigenvalue of the system of equations, the neutral sta-

bility curves for different dimensionless particle relaxation times (S) are given in fig-

ure 3.1(a-b). The critical Reynolds number is plotted versus streamwise wavenum-

ber α. The critical Reynolds number is seen to decrease for small S(S = 1 · 10−7),

to increase for intermediate S, while for larger S it returns to the value found in

Poiseuille flow without particles.

The effect seen is that when S is very small, the particles follow the fluid: relaxation

time is fast and the particles adjust almost immediately to the fluid velocity. This

means that the particles act as passive tracers. They do increase the total density

of the system with f , thus lowering the critical Reynolds number by a factor (1+f).

The neutral stability curves coincide when instead of R the Reynolds number of

the total mixture (Rm) is used:

Rm =
(1 + f)ρfUL

µ
.

The neutral stability curves using the Rm are given in Figure 3.1(c-d). One can

clearly see that the curves for a particle-free flow and for small S collapse.

On the other hand, large particle relaxation times S also do not influence the

stability diagram significantly. The relaxation time for these particles is large and

25
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therefore particle-fluid interaction is small. Particles are not able to follow the flow

perturbations and the fluid flow cannot be altered by the particles. Thus, particles

with large relaxation time S hardly have an effect on the flow stability.

In between these two extremes, the particles do interact with the flow: the critical

Reynolds number increases with respect to the single phase channel flow. This

result indicates that particles can stabilize a Poiseuille flow and are in agreement

with the results of Saffman (1962), Rudyak et al. (1997) and Michael (1964).

It can be noted from Figure 3.1 that the mass fraction f affects the value of the

critical Reynolds number: larger f results in larger stabilizing effect. For mass

fraction f = 0.15, Rcrit can grow to as much as 105, i.e. almost two order of

magnitude. When increasing f , a second effect is that the value of S yielding the

largest critical Reynolds number decreases.
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Figure 3.1: Neutral stability curves for a particle laden flow with S = [1 · 10−7, 5 ·
10−5, 2.5 ·10−4, 1 ·10−2] and f = 0.05 (a), f = 0.15 (b). As reference, also the curve
for a single phase flow is given. The top two are plotted as a function of Reynolds
number, the bottom two are given as a function of Rm. One can clearly see that
for small S the results collapse with the result for a single phase flow.
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To investigate at which values of S the stabilizing effect has a maximum, another

dimensionless variable is used, Stω. S is a dimensionless variable based on on par-

ticle parameters alone. A dimensionless time parameter for the disturbance is the

real part of ω, the period of the wave ωr. Figure 3.2 displays the critical Rey-

nolds number versus Stω = SRωr. Stω can be interpreted as a stability Stokes

number. With this scaling, the largest reduction of the growth rate is observed for

Stω = O(1) for all values of the mass fraction f . In other words, particles have a

stabilizing effect on the flow when their relaxation time is close to the pulsation of

the least stable waves.
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Figure 3.2: Critical Reynolds number as a function of Stω = SRωr for f =
[0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2], where SRωr is the ratio of the particle relaxation time to the
period of the wave. The larger the f , the larger the critical Reynolds number Rcrit.

To better understand the stabilizing behavior, the energy budget is considered using

Equation 2.19. The terms from Equation 2.19 are used to compute the produc-

tion and dissipation terms. Table 3.1 shows the results of these computations using

R = 1.25 ·104, α = 1, f = [0, 0.05] and SR = [0.001, 1, 5, 10, 100]. The last column

reports the difference between the system eigenvalue and the growth rate estimated

by the energy balance as validation of the implementation. The sixth column, the

sum of all the energy terms, shows that for increasing SR, the disturbances become

stable. If SR is increased even further, the disturbances become unstable again.

This comes mainly from the dissipation of energy due to the particles D̂s, see the

fourth column. The effect can be more clearly seen in Figure 3.3. The production

and dissipation terms are given as function of the particle relaxation time Stω.

It can be noted that the total energy production, T̂y + T̂yp , and the viscous dissi-

pation are almost constant with SR. The energy losses induced by the Stokes drag

are initially very low but increase significantly when Stω ≈ 1. The large increase in

energy dissipation due to particles, D̂s is therefore responsible for the stabilization

documented above. The dissipation D̂s is largest at SR · ωr ∼ 1. The results show
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SR T̂ y

2Ê
· 103 T̂ py

2Ê
· 103 D̂

2Ê
· 103 D̂s

2Ê
· 103 Σ(T̂ − D̂) ·103 ωi · 10

3 ∆ǫ

(f=0) 9.9442 0 5.7273 0 4.2169 4.2046 0.0123
0.001 9.4227 0.4790 5.6611 0.0074 4.2331 4.2206 0.0125
1 4.7140 5.7205 5.5637 5.5503 -0.6794 -0.6915 0.0121
5 5.9511 4.9145 5.4490 6.7058 -1.2892 -1.3006 0.0114
10 7.6115 3.9600 5.4401 5.7641 0.3673 0.3558 0.0115
100 8.5340 1.6584 5.0170 1.6262 3.5492 3.5382 0.0110

Table 3.1: Production and dissipation terms for modal stability with α = 1, f =
0.05 and R = 1.25 ·104. Production terms Ty and Tpy are positive, while D and Ds

are negative. The difference ∆ǫ between the computed eigenvalue and the growth
rate estimated by the energy budget is reported in the right-most column.

that indeed dissipation of energy due to particle-fluid interaction is the reason for

the increase in critical Reynolds number.

To give an idea about the disturbance flow field, the eigenfunctions of the most

unstable eigenmode are given in Figure 3.4. The eigenfunctions for both a single-

phase fluid and for a particle-laden flow are shown. The disturbance consists of

a streamwise wave with wavenumber α = 1 and Reynolds number 104. The sin-

gle phase fluid has an unstable mode, while the particle laden flow with f = 0.15

is stable, as can be seen in Figure 3.2. The streamwise u- and wall-normal v-

velocities, depicted in Figure 3.4(a) are similar for single phase and particle laden

flow. Apparently, the most unstable perturbation is not changed by the inclusion of

particles. For particle laden flow, the maximum u-velocity is slightly larger for the

same kinetic energy of the disturbance, although this value is reached further away

from the walls. The fluid and particle velocities for the case of particle laden flow

are shown in Figure 3.4(b). The disturbance particle velocity up is larger than that

of the fluid, while the wall-normal particle velocity, vp, is smaller. If one takes into

memory that the difference in the ui and upi velocities are responsible for energy

dissipation due to a velocity difference between fluid and particles (cf. equation

2.19), this difference is responsible for the increase of the critical Reynolds number.

3.1.2. Transient growth

As mentioned in Chapter 2, non-modal growth mechanisms are responsible for

sub-critical transition to turbulence in shear flows. Therefore, in this section it is

investigated whether these mechanisms are affected by the presence of particles in

the same way as the linear modal stability. This could imply that particles may

induce sub-critical transition delay.
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α = 1. The total production is also shown.
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Figure 3.4: Eigenfunctions at R = 104, α = 1, using S = 2.5 · 10−4 and particle
concentration f = 0.15. (a) Absolute velocities u and v for flow with and without
particles. (b) Absolute particle and fluid velocities for a particle laden flow.

In the following, results of the non-modal analysis are presented as curves of opti-

mal growth Gmax versus α or β in which β and α are in turn set to zero. In Figure

3.5, the optimal growth Gmax is given as a function of both α and β. These show

that the largest non-modal amplification is attained by streamwise independent

perturbations, where α = 0. The following subsection only contains results with-

out streamwise dependent perturbations, as they introduce largest amplification of

disturbances.

The case β = 0 will be considered later, where the effect of particles is examined

on the Orr-mechanism and the optimal triggering of modal disturbances in analogy

to previous investigations in single phase shear flows (Farrell 1988).
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Figure 3.5: Optimal growth as a function of α and β in a Poiseuille flow for Re =
2000.

Spanwise-dependent disturbances

In this subsection, results for nine different cases for optimal growth are presented.

In addition to these, results for the single phase flow will also be displayed in each

plot. All the cases are given in figure 3.6 for S = 5 · 10−5, R = 2000 and f = 0.15.

The cases displayed are denoted as initial → final with reference to the quantities

used in the definitions of input and output energy norms; when both the particle

and fluid kinetic energy are considered in the input/output norm, the case is de-

noted as all.

The energy gain for the case all → all provides the largest possible energy growth,

the amplification is augmented by a factor (1 + f)2 with respect to the flow with-

out particles. The optimal energy growth for the total system is thus larger for

particle-laden flows. The optimal gain in the case of a non-zero initial fluid velocity

only (fluid → all) also gives response larger than that in the clean flow, which may

be expected since the particles contribute to the final energy as well. The growth

is however smaller than for all → all.

The level of perturbation induced by perturbations in the particle motion, induced

by stirring the particles with some external force, part → all, is much lower in

comparison to the previous cases; this indicates that initial particle disturbances

are less effective to excite a flow perturbation. This can be explained by the low

mass fraction of the solid phase in the model.

Considering the final particle velocity only (all/fluid/part → part) indicates the

possibility of particles gaining energy. The values of the possible energy amplifica-

tion are small, about 1/f smaller than for the fluid velocity. However, the particle

velocity is the same as the fluid velocity, and the gain is small only because the
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mass fraction is small, f = 0.15.

The cases all → part and fluid → part are close to each other, suggesting a small

amplification part → part, which is indeed the case.

The final three cases examined deal with the optimal growth of the fluid flow per-

turbations (figure 3.6b). The fluid is able to gain more energy from the system

when particles are present, compare all → fluid to no-particles. The fluid, how-

ever, is not able to gain much energy from the particles only (part → fluid), while

the fluid → fluid case is very close to the single phase optimal growth. This

may indicate that losses due to the particle-fluid interactions are weak for the pa-

rameters in figure 3.6. As shown below, however,a more complicated interplay is

observed between initial losses induced by interaction with the particles and the

larger amplification observed in the case all → fluid.
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Figure 3.6: Optimal growth for all 9 cases using S = 5 · 10−5, R = 2000 and
f = 0.15, for spanwise disturbances. As reference, also the single phase optimal
growth is displayed. For clarity, the nine cases are divided into two figures.

As seen previously when considering the total energy of the system (equation 2.19),

the dissipation of energy due to fluid/particle interactions vanishes when the fluid

and particle velocity are equal. It is therefore not surprising that the optimal initial

condition has the same velocity for fluid and particles in the case all → all. In

the case of zero initial particle velocity, the difference (and thus the Stokes drag)

becomes small and eventually zero for relatively long optimization intervals.

That this is indeed true, can be seen in Figure 3.7. Both the optimal initial con-

dition (a) and the optimal response (b) are given for the case fluid → fluid with

β = 2, S = 5 · 10−5, f = 0.15 and R = 5000. The initial condition consists of a

pair of counter-rotating streamwise vortices spanning the full channel height. The
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Figure 3.7: Optimal initial condition and response for the case fluid → fluid with
β = 2, S = 5 · 10−5, f = 0.15 and R = 5000. On top the absolute velocities of fluid
and particles are displayed. On the bottom figures the velocity vectors of the fluid
(a) or the u-velocity contours are given (b). Initial condition consists of streamwise
vortices of the fluid (a), while the disturbance velocity of the particles is zero. For
the response (b), low- and high-speed streaks can be clearly recognized.

particles have no initial disturbance velocity. The perturbation at the final time is

composed mainly of streamwise velocity, with two streaks antisymmetric with re-

spect to the centerline, for both the fluid and particles. The lift-up effect is clearly

at work also in particle-laden flows. Note that the particle velocity adjusts to the

fluid velocity, although only the response of the fluid perturbation is considered.

Remember that equal particle and fluid velocities reduce the dissipation of energy

due to fluid/particle interaction.

Modal analysis shows that the particle relaxation time S and particle mass frac-

tion f are important parameters. Figure 3.8 now investigates the effect of f . In

Figure 3.8(a) the optimal growth is given for five different cases and S = 2.5 ·10−3,

larger than in figure 3.6. The difference between the single phase flow and the case

fluid → fluid is small, although present. It is striking to note that, at this value

of S, very large variations in the asymptotic stability of the two-phase flow are al-

ready observed, see figure 3.2. The presence of particles has therefore a completely

different impact on modal and non-modal stability.

While the maximum gain of the fluid kinetic energy is hardly affected by the parti-

cles, the time at which the optimal growth is reached varies. To document this, the

optimal growth is displayed as a function of time for (α, β) = (0, 2) and R = 2000

in figure 3.8(b) for fluid → fluid. Here results for two values of f and two values

of S are compared to the case without particles. The results indicate that the

delay induced by the particles increases with increasing f , but that this delay is

not affected by the value of S.
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Figure 3.8: Results of non-modal analysis. (a): Optimal growth for 5 different
cases, including the clean fluid flow, using α = 0, f = 0.15, S = 2.5 · 10−3 and
R = 2000. (b): Transient growth for the case fluid → fluid with β = 2, α = 0
and R = 2000, using f = 0.3 and 0.15 as well as S = 2.5 · 10−3 and 5 · 10−5.

Figure 3.9 shows the optimal growth and the time to reach the optimal growth as a

function of mass fraction f using S = 2.5 ·10−3 and R = 2000. Due to the Reynolds

number increase of (1+f), the optimal growth increases by a factor (1 + f)2 for the

case all → all compared to the single phase flow, while for the cases all → fluid

and fluid → all the optimal growth is enhanced only with a factor (1 + f). The

time needed to reach the optimal growth on the other hand increases by (1 + f)

for all cases, figure 3.9(b).

Two competing mechanisms appear to be present in this case: first, losses are

induced by the initial difference between fluid and particle velocity. These are

proportional to the mass fraction f and cause a slower initial growth of the pertur-

bation (figure 3.8b). Losses decrease faster for lower S, indicating shorter relaxation

time, but this effect appears negligible. At the same time, once particles move at

the fluid velocity, larger amplifications are observed (see all → fluid in figure 3.6

and figure 3.9). In conclusion, the amplification of the fluid kinetic energy in the

presence of particles is slower because of the losses due to the initial difference

between fluid and particle velocity but the potential growth is larger. These two

effects compensate and the total energy gain is similar in laden and unladen flow.

The optimal growth versus Reynolds number is given for spanwise perturbations

in figure 3.10(a). The growth for spanwise waves is found to be proportional to R2,

as in the case of flows without particles. The results also confirm that non-modal

growth is enhanced in the presence of particles and, as shown by the inset in the

figure, the energy gain for the case all → all is (1 + f)
2
times that for the single

phase flow. The transient growth appears to be proportional to the effective Rey-

nolds number based on the total density of the medium ρt = (1 + f) ρfluid as in
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Figure 3.9: Transient growth computation for S = 2.5 · 10−3 and R = 2000(a):
Gmax as a function of mass fraction f for several cases denoted in the legend. (b):
tfor max as a function of mass fraction f for the same cases as (a).

the case of modal stability at low values of S. In this case, however, the effect is

observed also at large values of S. This again suggests that a different definition of

the Stokes number may be more relevant for stability problems. Therefore the sta-

bility Stokes number Stω is considered again, introduced before as the ratio of the

particle relaxation time and the instability time scale. This parameter Stω assumes

low values for non-modal growth since the growth occurs on a time scale longer

than the characteristic particle relaxation time. The effect of particles on modal

and non-modal stability can therefore be explained by this new parameter: at low

values of Stω, the solid phase acts only to increase the total density and therefore

the effective Reynolds number. Significant energy losses having a stabilizing effect

are found only when Stω ≈ 1.

The optimal growth as a function of S is displayed in figure 3.10(b). The figure

shows the flow behavior in the ballistic limit, when particles are not affected by the

fluid, and quantifies when these effects become relevant. As shown by equations

(2.10-2.13), for large SR the motion of fluid and particles are decoupled. Particles

behave as the fluid but the particle velocity field is not required to be divergence free

and there is no dissipation. In absence of dissipation, the particle perturbation ve-

locity can grow significantly. This observation is in line width the inviscid algebraic

instability first examined in Ellingsen & Palm (1975) for streamwise-independent

modes The same behavior is observed also for streamwise-dependent modes: here

it can be seen as the inviscid Orr mechanism. The computations become grid-

dependent and the optimal initial conditions for the particle velocity become as

narrow as possible in the wall-normal direction, limited to non-zero values in the

grid point associated to highest shear of the base flow. This is allowed since the

velocity field for the particles does not need to be solenoidal and is in agreement
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with the inviscid limit of the Orr-Sommerfeld equation.

The case fluid → fluid does not show increased growth at large S, which indicates

that indeed the large growth in the case all → all is associated to the energy of

the particles. The value of S does not have a very large effect on the optimal gain:

the optimal growth between S = 1 ·10−5 and S = 1 ·10−2 is hardly changing. This

confirms that particle relaxation time has little effect on non-modal stability since

Stω is low in the range considered; the main effect is from the mass fraction f that

increases the fluid density.

(a) β = 2, α = 0, S = 5 · 10−5
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Figure 3.10: Optimal Growth computations. (a) Optimal growth versus Reynolds
number. In the large figure the cases for a clean fluid, the all → all and fl → all
are given, in which the dependence of R2 can be clearly recognized. As reference, a
function of a constant times R2 has been given as well, the blue line. In the insert
the all → all-case has been given, but then divided by (1 + f)(•) and (1 + f)2(•).
(b) Optimal growth versus S is displayed, for the same cases as in the left figure
including fluid → fluid.

Two-dimensional streamwise-dependent waves

The results for streamwise-dependent disturbances are first discussed referring to

the optimal growth results shown in figure 3.11. The energy gain for the case

all → all is responsible for the largest possible energy gain, as was the case for

spanwise disturbances. For streamwise disturbances the increase with respect to

the case of single phase flow is (1 + f), for S = 5 · 10−5. For the cases where the

initial condition consists of fluid velocity only, fluid → all, its response in energy

growth is smaller compared to the clean fluid flow. When only the particles are

disturbed, part → all, the response is small. Particles are not able to excite large

instabilities.
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Investigating the response of the particles reflects the ability of particles to gain en-

ergy. The possible energy growth of the particles is small; all cases (fluid/part/all →
part are small compared to the cases presented before. As already discussed for

spanwise disturbances, this difference is of order f−1. Furthermore, for part → part

the maximum gain is always equal to one, i.e. no growth.

The final three cases discussed deal with the optimal energy growth of the fluid.

The fluid gains less energy compared to the single phase flow. Even for a dis-

turbance of the total system, all → fluid, the energy gain is less compared to the

single phase flow. The case fluid → fluid shows a decrease of the transient growth

by more than a factor of (1 + f). This indicates that for streamwise disturban-

ces the particles introduce extra dissipation of the disturbance energy. An initial

disturbance of the particles results in a small response to the fluid, part → fluid,

which again can be explained by the relative low density of the particles.

Concluding, results show that for streamwise-dependent waves, particles do influ-

ence the non-modal stability. However, this is not as apparent as in the modal

analysis where the same type of perturbations are considered.
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Figure 3.11: Optimal growth for all 9 cases using S = 5 · 10−5, R = 2000 and
f = 0.15, for streamwise disturbances. As reference, also the single phase optimal
growth is displayed. For clarity, the nine cases are divided into two figures.

To show what the most unstable mode looks like and to see whether this is changed

by including particles, Figure 3.12 shows the initial condition and optimal response

for a streamwise disturbance with α = 1.6, S = 5 · 10−5, f = 0.15 and R = 5000

for the case fluid → fluid is displayed. The initial condition consists of flow pat-

terns opposing the mean shear direction. As time evolves, they tilt into the mean

shear direction, which introduces the transient growth. This process is similar to

the Orr-mechanism in fluid alone (Orr 1907). Note that at the final optimization
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time, the fluid and particle velocities are not exactly equal to each other, unlike

for spanwise disturbances at the same value of S. This small difference is probably

the reason for smaller optimal growth.
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Figure 3.12: Optimal initial condition and response for the case fluid → fluid
with α = 1.6, S = 5 · 10−5, f = 0.15 and R = 5000. On top the absolute velocities
of fluid and particles are displayed. The bottom figures represent the u-velocity
contours (a) and the velocity vectors of the fluid (b). Initial condition can be seen
as flow patterns opposing the mean shear (a). The disturbance velocity of the
particles is zero. In the response (b), the disturbance is changed into the the mean
shear direction. The Orr-mechanism can be recognized.

In figure 3.13(a) the optimal growth as function of α is displayed for particles

with S = 2.5 · 10−3, a value larger than that used in figure 3.11. One notices a

growth larger than in single phase fluid in three different cases, namely all → all,

all → fluid and part → fluid. In other words, in all the cases with large energy

growth, the initial condition consists of a particle disturbance velocity. This can

be either as particles alone or as the total system, which includes particle velocity.

This effect might be equal to the one observed for spanwise waves: at large S the

particles can have inviscid growth. To investigate the effect further of S on the

growth of two-dimensional disturbances Figure 3.13(b) shows the optimal growth

as a function of S. For small values of S, the results are as in figure 3.11(a). The

energy gain is enhanced by a factor (1 + f) in the case all → all with respect to

the single phase flow, unlike spanwise disturbances where the growth in the laden

flow is enhanced by a factor (1 + f)
2
. When considering an initial disturbance

consisting only of fluid velocity, fluid → fluid and fluid → all, the energy gain

is always smaller in the presence of particles. The particles induce therefore an

energy loss. Also, at S = 1 · 10−3 the optimal growth has a minimum value.
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When considering initial disturbances of particles, like for the case of perturbation

induced by the particle motion, part → fluid, one observes that for values of SR =

O(1) the transient growth increases significantly and reaches asymptotic values for

the largest S considered. Larger values of the energy gain in the case of two-

dimensional disturbances can therefore be observed when the particle relaxation

time is longer than the typical convective time scale of the flow. Comparing the

amplification with the case all → all, one can see that this effect is associated to

the growth of the particle perturbation kinetic energy in the ballistic limit. This

was discussed before for spanwise-periodic modes, although the effect shows for

smaller values of S in streamwise dependent waves.
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Figure 3.13: Optimal growth computations for streamwise waves for 5 different
cases. (a) Optimal growth versus streamwise wavenumber α. (b) Optimal growth
versus S, for same cases as in (a). Note that all → all diverges from the other
results at S ∼ 10−3

3.2. Particles with ξ ∼ 1

For particles with ξ ∼ 1, the added mass and fluid acceleration terms in Equations

2.4 and 2.7 can no longer be neglected and are both used besides Stokes drag. First

some model limitations are discussed, before the results of the modal and non-

modal analyses are presented. The difference between light and heavy particles are

discussed in the next section.

3.2.1. Model limitations

The model used implies some limitations on the plausible values of the particle

parameters. The parameters to be considered are the volume fraction, the density

ratio and the size of the particles. When two-way coupling is used, the volume

fraction should not be too large, because collisions and hydrodynamic coupling are

not modeled. This limitation is best illustrated using the average particle spacing:
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l
D ∼

(

π
6Φ

)1/3
, with l the average particle spacing and D the diameter of the par-

ticle. For a volume fraction of Φ = 0.01, the average particle spacing l
D ∼ 3.74.

Although the physical particle spacing below which particle-particle interactions

play a role is not clearly defined, here the limit on volume fraction is taken to be

Φ = 0.01; above this value four-way coupling needs to be taken into account.

The limits on the density ratio are given by the fact that particles cannot be too

light since buoyancy is neglected. However, buoyancy will be neglected in this study

to simplify the problem and to be able to focus on the effect of the other interaction

forces (added mass and acceleration). Also, gravity is directional and therefore ap-

plication specific. Note that neutrally buoyant small particles are known to have no

effect on the flow dynamics in the limit considered here; neutrally buoyant particles

however have significant effects on the flow for volume fractions larger than 0.01,

see e.g. Matas et al. (2003b) and Guazzelli & Morris (2011).

The third limiting parameter is the size of the particles, r/L. If the particles are

too big, point-like particles cannot be assumed. This is a main assumption for

the two-fluid analysis introduced before. Indeed, for large particles finite-size ef-

fects need to be included. In addition, sufficient particle concentration is needed to

assume a continuous homogeneous particle distribution. Given a specific volume

fraction, the size and the number of particles are coupled: the smaller the particle,

the more particles are needed to obtain this volume fraction. This dependence is

shown in Figure 3.14 where the particle volume is given as a function of the number

of particles for different particle sizes. Two limits are also shown, Φ = 0.01 and

N = 1000: with a volume fraction Φ = 0.01 and a minimum number of N = 1000

particles, the maximum size of the particles becomes r/L = 0.0134. This is there-

fore the order of magnitude for the maximum size allowed by the model adopted

for this work.

Although these are the physical limitations of the model, in some of the following

figures data outside this range is given to emphasize the effect of the solid dispersed

phase on the stability of channel flow.

Note finally that the Reynolds number of the flow is defined as R =
ρfUL

µ . For

heavy particles a mixture or modified Reynolds number has been defined with

ρ = (1 + f)ρf . For light particles, the modified Reynolds number also includes the

volume Φ as the volume occupied by the particles is excluded from the fluid:

Rm =
(1 + f − Φ) ρfUL

µ
.

The regular Reynolds number R is used in most results, as the interest lies in the
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Figure 3.14: Particle volume versus number of particles, for different particle sizes.
N0 is the number of particles per unit volume. The two limits (Φ = 0.01 and
N = 1000) are shown as thin black lines. The intersection of these lines coincides
with a particle size r/L = 0.0134. Larger particles fall outside the limits of the
approximations used in this paper.

effect of particles added compared to an unladen flow where the Reynolds number

R is the parameter identifying transition.

3.2.2. Exponential behavior

The results for modal stability analysis are given in Figure 3.15, where the critical

Reynolds number is displayed versus the dimensionless, viscous particle relaxation

time S in (a). As a reference also a result of a single-phase fluid is shown and

particles with ξ = 0.1. In Appendix B the influence of the Einstein increase in

viscosity on the stability is given and found to be fully scalable with the modified

Reynolds number.

From the previous section it is known that particles with ξ << 1 increase the

critical Reynolds number. Lighter particles, but still heavier than the fluid (ξ < 1),

also increase the critical Reynolds number. Particles lighter than the fluid (ξ > 1)

influence the flow differently and decrease the critical Reynolds number. The results

in Figure 3.15(b) show that particles have most effect when the stability Stokes

number is approximately one, Stω ≈ 1.

To investigate which of the extra terms are the main cause for this effect, Figure 3.16

shows the influence of added mass and fluid acceleration separately. Results in the

figure are obtained using Stokes drag and either added mass or fluid acceleration.

The added mass term shows the same trend as obtained with Stokes drag only:

the critical Reynolds number increases, see Figure 3.16(a). When the particles

become heavier, ξ = 0.1, the stability curve computed with added mass is close to
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Figure 3.15: Critical Reynolds number as a function of dimensionless relaxation
time S and of stability Stokes number Stω for light particles using both added
mass and fluid acceleration: ξ = [0.1, 0.5, 2], f = 0.1. The results for a single-
phase flow is given as reference

the results computed with Stokes drag only. The figure indicates that when the

particle becomes lighter (see ξ = 0.5 and ξ = 2) the lower the critical Reynolds

number when considering only added mass, but the critical Reynolds number in

every case is larger than for a single-phase fluid.

Figure 3.16(b) shows the results obtained considering fluid acceleration and Stokes

drag. ξ = 0.1 results in almost a similar critical Reynolds number as for ξ << 1.

For larger values of ξ, the critical Reynolds number decreases. Particles lighter than

the fluid destabilize the flow and reduce the critical Reynolds number, as shown

for ξ = 2.

The results obtained including the fluid acceleration force are similar to those shown

before when all terms are used. Apparently, the fluid acceleration is the dominant

force in the system. The fluid acceleration force is proportional to Dui

Dt whereas the

added mass to
(

Dui

Dt − dupi

dt

)

. The fact that the fluid acceleration force is the most

dominant of the two indicates that Dui

Dt and
dupi

dt tend to be of the same order for

particles with ξ ∼ 1.

3.2.3. Transient growth

Results of the non-modal analysis are presented in Figure 3.17. The only cases

presented are fluid → fluid and all → all. Figure 3.17(a) displays the optimal

growth as a function of spanwise wave-number β, the streamwise wave-number α

is set to zero. The data represent the maximum growth over the final optimization

time. The computations are performed for 2D waves as well; since the transient

growth of these streamwise waves is two orders smaller than for spanwise waves,

some results will be presented in the next session.

The density ratios under consideration are those used also in the modal analysis,
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(b) Fluid acceleration

Figure 3.16: Critical Reynolds number vs. relaxation time S for particles of density
ratio ξ=[0.1, 0.5, 2] and mass fraction f = 0.1. As reference, the results for a single-
phase flow is also shown. In (a) Stokes drag and added mass, in (b) Stokes drag
and fluid acceleration are used as interaction terms.

ξ = [0.1, 0.5, 2]. The case all → all results in an increase of (1+f−Φ)2 of the opti-

mal growth. The increase can be explained by using the modified Reynolds number

Rm. The optimal growth is proportional to R2, and with the Reynolds number

defined previously, the optimal growth is therefore increased by (1 + f −Φ)2. The

case fluid → fluid results in smaller transient growth compared to a clean flow.

This is caused by the fact that less fluid is present per unit volume, (1− Φ), part

of the fluid volume is taken by particles. Thus, a modified Reynolds number based

on the fluid density (1− Φ) ρf is smaller and therefore the disturbance growth is

also smaller. If the density variations in the system are included with the modified

Reynolds number (Figure 3.17(b)) the results with all extra forces included are

similar to those for particles with ξ << 1, namely there is no significant effect of

particles on the streak transient growth.

The effect of the added mass and fluid acceleration on the streak transient growth is

further investigated for several values of S using the spanwise wavenumber β = 2,

where the optimal growth is at the maximum. These results can be found in

Figure 3.17(c). First to notice is that for the cases all → all the maximum possible

amplification starts to diverge for S > 1 · 10−2; this is due to the decoupling of

particle and fluid behavior at large values of S, as discussed for heavy particles in

the previous section. This indicates that the two additional forcing terms present

in the case of lighter particles do not influence the growth at large values of S and

therefore the results are consistent with those for heavy particles.

As noted above, the energy growth is larger when considering both fluid and particle

energy (all → all) than for fluid alone (fluid → fluid). Figure 3.17(c) shows that

at fixed mass fraction, the energy growth for the fluid → fluid case is almost equal
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to that for clean fluid and independent of the particle density ratio. Only at very

large values of S the growth deviates a few percent in the presence of particles.
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Figure 3.17: a,b: Optimal growth (Gmax (a) andGmax/(1+f−Φ) (b)) as a function
of spanwise wave-number β at S = 5 · 10−5, f = 0.1 and R = 2000. The cases
fluid → fluid and all → all are presented for ξ = [0.1, 0.5, 2]. c. Optimal growth
(Gmax) as a function of S, using β = 2, R = 2000 and f = 0.1, ξ = [0.1, 0.5, 2].
The cases fluid → fluid and all → all are presented

To investigate the structures of the disturbances, Figure 3.18 displays the optimal

initial condition and response for the case fluid → fluid and S = 1 · 10−3. The

velocity field of particles and fluid at final time are almost identical to each other

and to the case of clean fluid (not shown here). Since differences in velocity induce

a loss in energy, particles and fluid have similar velocity in optimal configurations;

light particles do not induce any additional gain or loss in disturbance energy.

3.3. Results for all ξ and oblique waves

3.3.1. Modal analysis

To gain further understanding on the modal stability of particle-laden flows in gen-

eral, the critical Reynolds number is examined as a function of a large density ratio,

in Figure 3.19(a). The mass fraction is prescribed together with the dimensionless
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Figure 3.18: Initial condition (a) and optimal response (b) for S = 1 · 10−3. Case
fluid → fluid with ξ = 2, β = 2, R = 2000 and f = 0.1

particle size and the effects of both parameters can be clearly distinguished: i) The

mass fraction f influences the values of the maximum critical Reynolds number.

ii) The particle size r/L influences the density ratio at which the maximum Rey-

nolds number is reached. When the particle size increases, the maximum critical

Reynolds number is shifted to lighter particles. The latter finding can be explained

by the definition of S = 2
9

r2

L2

1
ξ , which is a function of the particle size and density

ratio. The largest stabilization is indeed found for stability Stokes number Stω of

order one, as shown previously.

In figure 3.19(b) the critical Reynolds number is given versus the dimensionless

particle size, r/L. If small particles are considered, the critical Reynolds number

is not affected by the inclusion of particles. When particle size increases, an in-

creased critical Reynolds number is seen for values in the range 0.001 < r/L < 0.01.

The size at which the critical Reynolds number is maximum is related to the den-

sity ratio: the particle relaxation time S depends linearly on ξ = Φ/f . The data

for heavy particles are obtained using Stokes drag only under the assumption of

ξ << 1; fixing the same volume and mass fraction as for light particles ξ = Φ/f ,

the size is defined by r/L =
√

9/2Sξ as a function of dimensionless relaxation time

S. This definition also explains why small particles hardly have an effect. For small

r/L, also S is small and it has been shown previously (Figure 3.15) that at small

dimensionless relaxation times, particles do not affect modal stability.

3.3.2. Transient growth

Figure 3.20 shows the optimal growth of both heavy and light particles.

In Figure 3.20(a) the density varies along the horizontal axis, thus having particles

with ξ << 1 and ξ ∼ 1 in one figure. In here, the particle size and total volume
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Figure 3.19: Critical Reynolds number as a function of the density ratio ξ for two
mass fractions and particle sizes(a) and the critical Reynolds number as a function
of particle size r/L for two mass fractions and Φ = 0.01(b). In (b) the results are
reported for heavy particles with large density ratio when only Stokes drag is used.

are preset. Note that the mass fraction is a function of density ratio and volume

fraction, f = Φ/ξ. For small values of ξ, the mass fraction is large and thus the

growth for the case all → all is larger. This effect is the same as in Figure 3.20(a):

the optimal growth increases by (1 + f − Φ)2. The case fluid → fluid hardly

changes: as the volume fraction is fixed and the growth scales as (1−Φ), particles

have negligible effect on the amplification of the fluid kinetic energy.

Figure 3.20(b) confirms that at fixed volume fraction and particle size, the maxi-

mum growth for all → all goes as (1 + f − Φ)
2
. This could be seen also by plotting

G/(1 + f − Φ)2 instead of G, see Figure 3.20 (c,d). Note that in the figures the

largest values of f occur at large S.

Both heavy and light particles have little effect on the non-modal stability of span-

wise waves; streamwise and oblique disturbances will be discussed now. Even

though these disturbances grow less than purely spanwise disturbances, they are

important for transition in real configurations, e.g. when transition is initiated

by localized disturbances. The effect of particles on such disturbances is therefore

worth investigation.

Figure 3.21 shows the results for several streamwise wavenumbers α and spanwise

wavenumbers β. When both are nonzero, the waves are oblique. The values of the

maximum possible amplification for a clean fluid flow are reported in the table,

whereas the curves in the figure display the relative variation with respect to the

case of clean fluid. First considered are small values of the dimensionless relaxation

time SR: for two-dimensional waves (α = 1, β = 0), particles induce a decrease in

the transient growth. For heavy particles, it is shown that this reductions scales

as (1 + f). Streaky modes with (α = 0, β = 2), conversely, display no difference
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Figure 3.20: a: Optimal growth as a function of ξ using β = 2 at S = 5 · 10−5,
r/L = 0.01 and R = 2000 for Φ = [0.005, 0.01, 0.02] b:Optimal growth (Gmax) as
a function of dimensionless relaxation time S for f = 0.1 and R = 2000. The cases
fluid → fluid and all → all are presented for Φ = [0.005, 0.01, 0.02]. The bottom
figures (c and d) show the same results as (a and b), except that the optimal growth
Gmax is divided by (1 + f − Φ)2.

between laden and unladen flow in the case of heavy particles, ξ = 0.001. When

the density ratio increases, the growth is reduced by a factor (1−Φ)2 for the case

fluid → fluid in the figure, and as shown above in Figure 3.17. Note however,

that an increase of the streaks transient growth by a factor (1 + f −Φ)2 would be

observed when studying the total energy in the system. For oblique waves, the re-

sults lie in between these two extremes. For slightly oblique waves (β = 2, α = 0.1),

the lowest relative loss of energy growth is observed. The magnitude of this loss

increases for larger values of α.

Now considered is the flow behavior at intermediate values of the Stokes number,

SR ∼ 1, cf. Figure 3.21. A clear decrease of the transient energy growth relative

to the single phase fluid is apparent for a range of particle relaxation times. This

occurs at lower SR for two-dimensional disturbances and at larger values of SR for

disturbances approaching spanwise streaky waves. This stabilization is observed
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Case Single phase flow growth
β = 2, α = 0 783.24
β = 2, α = 0.1 664.14
β = 2, α = 0.5 346.71
β = 2, α = 1 193.87
β = 0, α = 1 13.76

Figure 3.21: Normalized transient growth of oblique waves. Transient growth is
normalized with the growth rate of a single phase flow flow as a function of SR for
fluid → fluid and f = 0.1 for ξ = [0.001, 0.1, 0.5, 2]. The amplification values
for a single phase fluid are reported in the table.

for values of the Stability Stokes number of order one, which is defined by the

ratio between the particle relaxation time SR and the final time giving the largest

amplification. Therefore, the reduction of the amplitude of oblique disturbances

is observed at lower Stokes number for modes with β = 0 for which the transient

growth is faster, and at higher Stokes number for modes with α = 0 for which the

transient growth is a slower process. This stabilization is the counterpart of the

increase of critical Reynolds number shown by the modal analysis. Note however,

as discussed before, that the values of the Stokes number necessary to observe this

stabilization can be related to parameters outside the range of validity of the model,

especially for large S and therefore waves with β ≈ 0.
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Finally, when further increasing the particle relaxation time, an increase of the

transient growth is observed (values larger than 1 in the figure). Note that this is

however happening for particle size too large for the model to be valid.

3.4. Discussion and conclusions

Results for linear modal and non-modal stability are presented for channel flow

laden with particles of varying density. A two-way coupling between fluid and par-

ticles has been established due to several interaction terms.

3.4.1. Particles with ξ << 1

For particles with ξ << 1, the interaction between particles and fluid consists of

Stokes drag alone. Such particles show that particles can have a stabilizing effect

on the exponential growth of disturbances. When the dimensionless relaxation time

S is very small (1 · 10−7) particles have no effect other than increasing the total

density. When S is large (1 · 10−3), particles with ξ << 1 have hardly an effect;

the relaxation time is too large to interact with the flow instabilities. In between

these extremes, particles do affect the perturbations and they increase the critical

Reynolds number, therefore stabilizing the flow.

On the other hand, transient growth of the perturbations is hardly affected by

the inclusion of particles with ξ << 1. As in a single phase fluid, streamwise-

independent modes can undergo large non-modal growth associated to the am-

plification of streamwise velocity streaks induced by counter-rotating streamwise

vortices. The generation of streamwise streaks via the lift-up mechanism is still the

most dominant disturbance-growth mechanism in subcritical particle-laden flows.

The total transient growth for spanwise waves (β = 2, α = 0) is larger, with a

factor of (1 + f)
2
, compared to a single phase flow.

Taking a closer look to the different results in both modal and non-modal analy-

sis, one dimensionless variable seems to be important: the stability Stokes number

Stω. This parameter investigates both the dimensionless time of the particles

as well as the dimensionless time of the disturbance. In modal analysis this re-

sults in Stω = SRωr and it is found that largest stabilizing effect is found for

Stω ∼ 1. For transient growth the same stability Stokes number can be used, only

the time scale of the perturbation changes. Transient growth is a relatively slow

process: tmax the time to reach largest growth, is of the order of 100. Thus, with

Stω ≈ SR/tmax << 1, the stability Stokes number is too small for particles to

influence the transient growth mechanisms. The only change is the same as seen

for small S in the modal analysis: particles increase the density of the total sys-

tem. When the particle energy growth is taken out of the system, as in the case

fluid → fluid, results show that particles do not influence the transient growth.
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3.4.2. Particle with ξ ∼ 1

For particles with ξ ∼ 1, the added mass and fluid acceleration terms have to be

taken into account. Concerning modal stability the presence of particles with ξ ∼ 1

shows different behavior than flows seeded with heavy particles, ξ << 1. Particles

lighter than the surrounding fluid (ξ > 1) decrease the critical Reynolds number,

particles heavier than the fluid increase the critical Reynolds number ξ < 1. How-

ever, most effect is still found to be when Stω ∼ 1.

The decrease of the critical Reynolds number for ξ > 1 is found to be the re-

sult of the fluid acceleration term. When the fluid acceleration term is not used,

but added mass and Stokes drag are, particles do increase the critical Reynolds

number. The latter two interaction terms are proportional to
(

Dui

Dt − dupi

dt

)

and

(ui − upi) respectively, whereas the fluid acceleration is proportional to Dui

Dt . This

shows that particle and fluid velocity and their derivatives are of the same order

and that therefore added mass and Stokes drag have less influence in the case of

light particles.

Non-modal analysis shows similar behavior observed in flows with particles with

ξ << 1: The total transient growth for spanwise waves (β = 2, α = 0) is larger

with a factor of (1 + f − Φ)
2
with respect to a clean fluid flow, up to large values

of S. Except for this shift, the mechanisms and flow structures are equal to those

observed in a single phase fluid. The interaction terms added for light particles do

appear in the energy budget but do not affect the transient growth process; this

can be explained by the long time scale associated to the streak lift-up which allows

particles to follow the fluid structures, as is the case for particles with ξ << 1.

Table 3.2 shows the optimal growth as function of mass fraction for particle laden

flows versus clean fluid for spanwise waves at small values of S. The shift by

(1 + f − Φ)2 can be explained by the increased density of the total system: op-

timal growth is still proportional to R2 with R based on the global suspension

density. The optimal condition is that particles and fluid have equal velocities in

order to minimize energy losses. Independent of which interaction forces one takes

into account, the optimal growth is equal up to S = 10−2, see Figure 3.17. At

larger values of S, the equations for fluid and particles decouple and the particle

energy can grow infinitely in the linear model, because the only dissipative terms

in the particle momentum equation stem from the forces exchanged with the fluid.

Limitations in size however show that these results lie outside the validity of the

model.
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Table 3.2: Dependence of the optimal growth with the mass fraction f for stream-
wise independent disturbances.

case dependence
all → all (1 + f − Φ)2

fl → fl (1− Φ)2

3.4.3. Additional aspects

For modeling purposes it is important to know at which values of ξ the added mass

and fluid acceleration term has to betaken into account. Figure 3.16 shows that for

ξ = 0.1 the results with and without added mass and fluid acceleration are similar.

For particles lighter than ξ = 0.1, the model describing particle-laden flow should

incorporate these terms.

Although transient growth for streamwise-dependent disturbances is at least one

order of magnitude smaller than for spanwise-dependent disturbances, the energy

growth is still important. Oblique modes are important in the case of localized

initial disturbances and at the non-linear stages of transition and thus stabilization

of oblique waves can have an impact on transition as will be shown in the next

chapter.

Investigating streamwise-dependent disturbances, for which modal analysis reveals

an increase of the critical Reynolds number, the non-modal response fluid → fluid

is smaller compared to that in a clear fluid flow. Besides that the growth is smaller,

particles with ξ < 1 induce a stabilizing effect by decreasing the energy growth.

Particles also stabilize the oblique modes, see Figure 3.21.

A quick overview of the results is given in Table 3.3.

Table 3.3: Effect of particles on stability.

ξ << 1 ξ ∼ 1
Modal - Rcrit increase - Rcrit increase for ξ < 1

- Rcrit decrease for ξ < 1
Non-modal - No stabilization for spanwise waves

- Some stabilization for oblique waves
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3.4.4. Further research

Considering the particles with ξ << 1, the presence of a solid phase has no signif-

icant effect on the non-modal growth. This however is responsible for subcritical

transition in channel flows, especially in the case of elongated structures. As a

next step in the research, in Chapter 4 a non-linear model is used to investigate

the effect of particles on secondary instabilities and final breakdown.

For the particles ξ ∼ 1, particles hardly have an effect in both modal and non-modal

analysis. Particle volume Φ appears to be an important parameter. Thus, neutrally

buoyant particles might have an influence due to their finite size. Therefore such

particles are further investigated as finite sized particles, in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 4

Secondary instabilities of particles with ξ << 1

The behavior and influence on transition of particles with ξ << 1 is investigated

further in this chapter. Besides the transient growth of streamwise vortices, other

(non-linear) steps are present in transition. Therefore, the three steps in transition

as shown in Figure 1.1 are discussed and modeled using Direct Numerical Simu-

lations (DNS). The model used in this chapter is the two-way coupling model as

described in 2.3.

The steps for transition shown in the introduction, can be written as

oblique waves = (1) ⇒ streamwise vortices ⇒
= (2) ⇒ streamwise streaks = (3) ⇒ streak breakdown = (4) ⇒ transition.

The optimal growth as deduced with non-modal stability analysis comprises step

(2): the generation of streamwise streaks from streamwise vortices.

The next step in the transition process discussed in this chapter, is the investigation

on the breakdown from streamwise streaks into turbulence, steps (3) and (4). Be-

cause transition to turbulence cannot take place with only streamwise independent

structures, one needs to consider streamwise-dependent traveling perturbations able

to trigger streak breakdown and transition (Reddy et al. 1998). Therefore besides

the (α = 0, β = 2)-mode obtained from the non-modal analysis, extra streamwise

dependency waves have to be considered. The last step in this chapter is to take

step (1) into account: a pair of oblique optimal waves is considered at time zero.

Each of these waves grows by a non-modal mechanism so they can nonlinearly in-

teract to form streamwise vortices.

In section 4.1, results of the numerical implementation using DNS (Section 2.3)

is compared with the linear stability results from the previous chapter. Transi-

tion initiated by streamwise-independent counter-rotating streamwise vortices and

a weak three-dimensional disturbance (step 3 and 4) is analyzed in section 4.2.

The aim is to find the critical threshold energy of the initial condition necessary

for breakdown. If the initial disturbance energy is lower than the critical thresh-

old energy, the flow will relaminarize. If the initial disturbance energy is larger,

the flow becomes turbulent. The critical threshold energy is identified for several

53
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particle mass fractions and it is investigated whether the critical threshold energy

increases. This analysis is repeated for the oblique scenario (step 1) in Section 4.3.

To find the critical energy threshold for transition a bisection algorithm is used as

described by Toh & Itano (2003); Duguet et al. (2008b, 2010). The criterion for

convergence of the critical energy threshold is the following:

2
At −Al

At +Al
< C,

where At and Al are the smallest and largest amplitudes at which turbulent and

laminar flow are observed and C is the criterion for convergence and set at

C = 1 · 10 −5.

A plane Poiseuille flow is given as base velocity by imposing a constant mass flux.

The streamwise and spanwise dimensions of the domain are Lx = 2π and Lz = 2π,

with Ly = 2 the channel width. The Reynolds number used in all computations is

2000, based on half the channel width and centerline velocity. Several resolutions

have been used to investigate the convergence of the solution. In Figure 4.1 grid size

results are given for the critical threshold energy for three particle mass fractions.

In the remaining, the resolution used is typically 64× 65× 64 for streamwise, wall-

normal and spanwise directions respectively.
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Figure 4.1: Critical threshold energy versus particle mass fraction f for different
resolutions. Transition initiated by streamwise vortices is considered (case SV1,
explained in Section 4.2).
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4.1. Linear evolution

The DNS results are compared to those from the non-modal analysis. As initial con-

dition is considered a Poiseuille flow with a low-amplitude disturbance of spanwise

wavenumber β = 2 and streamwise wavenumber α = 0. The initial disturbance

flow field is presented in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: The initial disturbance for the evolution of (α, β) = (0, 2). (a) The
xz-plane the vortices are shown using spanwise velocity w. (b) The vortices can be
clearly seen in the yz-plane, where the colors represent the wall-normal v-velocity.

This initial disturbance consists of streamwise vorticity. This is the optimal ini-

tial condition based on linear stability theory, yielding the largest energy growth

over time and over disturbances of different wavenumber. Particles are assumed

to have the same initial velocity as the undisturbed base flow and are uniformly

distributed. Figure 4.3(a) shows the time evolution of the disturbance energy for

SR = 5 and two values of the mass fraction f : results from linear stability analysis

as discussed in the previous chapter and from the DNS implementation are com-

pared. A small initial energy is chosen to have linear disturbance behavior. The

disturbance energy, although amplified almost 3 orders of magnitude, is still small

so it does not trigger other (non-linear) mechanisms: the disturbance dampens and

disappears. The transient growth of streamwise velocity streaks is observed, forced

by the initial streamwise vortices before the perturbation energy eventually goes

to zero. These results show that the results obtained by direct numerical simula-

tion correspond to the linear non-modal results. Linear stability analysis and the

DNS predicts that, for initial disturbances only consisting of a disturbance in fluid

velocity, particles only affect the time needed to reach the maximum growth, the

growth itself is hardly affected. The time at which the energy maximum is observed

(tmax) is delayed by a factor (1+f). This is confirmed in Figure 4.3 (b), where the

energy amplification is shown for several values of f and time divided by (1 + f).
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The small increase in tmax shows the effect of the modified Reynolds number as

explained in the previous chapter.
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Figure 4.3: Transient energy growth of disturbances with streamwise and spanwise
wave-numbers (α, β) = (0, 2), SR = 5 and R = 2000 versus time. (a) Comparison
between linear stability theory (LST) and DNS. (b) Energy growth versus time,
divided by (1 + f), to show the scaling of the time of optimal growth.

4.2. Streak scenario

To study nonlinear transition, the initial perturbations considered are the streamwise-

independent vortices (α = 0, β = 2) and a streamwise modulation. Here the effect

of background noise is not examined, but a time-periodic oblique-mode of given

amplitude is introduced. Indeed (Schoppa & Hussain 2002) and (Cossu et al. 2011)

show how simple spanwise modulations of the streaks can induce a rapid breakdown.

For the case SV1 this 3D mode consists of disturbance wave vector (α = 1, β = 1)

and for the case SV2 the wave vector (α = 1, β = 2) is used, see Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: The initial Fourier modes of the two different streamwise vortices cases

case modes, (α, β)
SV1 (0, 2) (1, 1)
SV2 (0, 2) (1, 2)

The oblique mode is necessary to trigger transition in a controlled and reproducible

way since it introduces a three-dimensional velocity field. In the simulations, this

oblique mode has an initial energy equal to 1/9 of the energy of the streaky (0, 2)-

mode, a value close to the optimal found by Duguet et al. (2010).

In Figure 4.4, the initial flow field for this configuration is shown. One can clearly
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notice the streamwise modulation due to (1, 1)-mode (Figure 4.4a).
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Figure 4.4: The initial disturbance for the evolution of (α, β) = (0, 2) modulated
with (α, β) = (1, 1). On the left the xz-plane is given where the vortices are shown
using spanwise velocity w. On the right the vortices can be clearly seen in the
yz-plane, where the colors represent the wall-normal v-velocity.

The critical energy threshold for transition is shown in Figure 4.5 versus the particle

mass fraction at SR = 5 and R = 2000. A larger critical threshold energy means the

flow is stabilized. One first notices that the scenario SV2 has a lower critical energy

threshold for transition. The global minimum energy threshold is slightly increasing

in the presence of particles; at small mass fractions the disturbance energy needed

to reach turbulence is smaller than in a clean fluid flow for SV1, whereas it is

monotonically increasing for SV2. At larger mass fractions an increased threshold

energy is found in both cases. Note also that the threshold curves for transition

have usually a fractal or complicated behavior; they are sensitive to the specific

initial condition.

Besides the effect of the solid phase on the critical threshold energy just discussed,

Figure 4.6 reveals that the time at which transition occurs is altered by the presence

of particles with ξ << 1. Here the time evolution of the integrated wall-normal v

and streamwise u fluid velocity perturbations is reported for flows with different

particle mass fractions for the scenario SV1 (a-b), where the disturbance velocity

is defined as the fluid velocity minus the base flow parabolic profile. In all cases the

initial disturbance energy is kept constant at 6.25·10−5. Transition follows a similar

path in all cases displayed, although the time at which transition is observed (iden-

tified by the sharp increase of the wall-normal velocity perturbation) is increasing

by a factor of 3 or more in the presence of particles. Note that for SV1 and for

the particular amplitude chosen here the flow stays laminar for a mass fraction
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Figure 4.5: The critical threshold energy as a function of the particle mass fraction
f for the scenarios SV1 and SV2 (see Table 4.1).

f = 0.39; however the trend reported is observed to be independent of the particu-

lar value of the initial disturbance energy. The data also reveal that the maximum

value of the streamwise velocity disturbances |u| is constant when varying the mass

fraction f and, therefore, the transient growth of the streaks is not affected by the

presence of particles, as predicted by linear theory (see Figure 4.3(b). The same

trend is observed for the scenario SV2 (Figure 4.6 c-d), although the transition

time is delayed only by a factor 2.

To better follow the disturbance evolution during transition, Figure 4.7 reports the

energy pertaining to selected modes of given streamwise and spanwise wavenumber

(α, β) versus time for a low and a high value of the mass fraction f . In each plot

dotted-lines indicate the energy evolution in the case of single phase fluid for the

same initial conditions. The data is shown for SV1 where transition delay is evi-

dent, but also to be able to explain the initial decrease in critical threshold energy

evident in Figure 4.5. The initial increase of the magnitude of the (α = 1, β = 1)-

mode, as well as the wall-normal velocity disturbance in Figure 4.6(a), displays the

initial weak transient growth of the oblique modes.

Closely investigating the different modes in Figure 4.7(a) reveals several interest-

ing phenomena. Firstly, the spanwise (0, 2)-mode initially is not changed by the

inclusion of particles, as already noted in the previous section. For larger time the

energy for this mode is larger compared to the single-phase flow. Secondly, the

amplitude of the oblique mode (1, 1) decreases faster compared to the single-phase

flow. And thirdly, due to non-linear interaction the wave (1, 2) is generated only for

particle-laden flows. The wave (1, 2) cannot be produced by non-linear interaction

between the (0, 2) and (1, 1) mode. The results therefore, seem to suggest that
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Figure 4.6: Volume integral of the wall-normal velocity v (a,c) and streamwise
velocity u (b,d), for the case SV1 (with perturbation (1, 1)) on top and SV2 (per-
turbation (1, 2)) on the bottom, as a function of time for SR = 5 and R = 2000 and
the values of the mass fraction f reported in the legend. The initial perturbation
energy is 6.25 · 10−5.

the particles are a source for different modes. The formation of the (1, 2)-wave

and the subsequent energy growth of this wave is then the way to breakdown and

turbulence.

The same phenomena can be seen in Figure 4.7(b), with the notion that the (1, 1)-

mode is damped more than one order of magnitude compared to the clean fluid flow

and that the (0, 2) mode is much larger compared to the single-phase flow. One

difference however, is of great importance on why particles delay the transition as

seen in Figure 4.6: with this large initial disturbance energy, breakdown is already

initiated in the single-phase flow. The (1, 1)-mode is damped with the inclusion of

particles, but then still breakdown occurs, forming the (1, 2)-mode initiated by the

particles. Note also that when introducing directly the (1, 2)-mode into the flow

(Figure 4.5), transition is monotonically delayed: particles are not able to introduce

perturbation that can be more dangerous than those already present.

These results seem to suggest that low particle mass fractions are a large source

for different modes which, due to non-linear interaction, grow and make the flow
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Figure 4.7: Time evolution of the disturbance energy for the SV1 scenario and three
Fourier modes (α = 0, β = 2), (1, 1) and (1, 2). (a) Low mass fraction f = 0.07 and
initial energy E0 = 4 · 10−5. (b) High mass fraction f = 0.39 and initial energy
E0 = 7.5 · 10−5. In each plot dotted-lines indicate the energy evolution in the case
of single phase fluid for the same initial conditions.

turbulent. For large particle mass fractions, the (1, 1)-mode is damped such that

3D modes are not efficiently initiated and the particles delay the breakdown mech-

anism.

To confirm the proposed explanation, the linear behavior of the (1, 1) and (1, 2)

modes is examined. The linear optimal growth is given in Figure 4.8 where the

largest possible transient energy growth, maximized over all possible times at which

the disturbance is measured, is displayed versus the mass fraction f for SR = 5 (a),

and versus the particle Stokes number SR for different values of the mass fraction

f (b). The figure illustrates that a larger mass fraction decreases the optimal

growth significantly and that minimum transient growth is observed for SR ≈ 4;

the value considered in this study is therefore representative of conditions at which

the particles have a noticeable effect.

In the light of the above discussion, it is now possible to interpret the critical

energy threshold reported in Figure 4.5. The decay of the critical threshold energy

reported for the SV1 scenario at low values of the concentration (see for example

f = 0.08 in Figure 4.5) can be attributed to the extra forcing from the particles to

the fluid, with particles acting at a small number of locations. This forcing appears

to initiate a slightly more efficient streak breakdown, as seen from the large optimal

growth Gmax in Figure 4.8(a). This is however not a general conclusion and the

same phenomenon is not observed for SV2 at low f when the most dangerous mode

for streak instability is forced in a controlled manner. In both scenarios, at larger
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Figure 4.8: a: Optimal growth of the oblique mode (α = 1, β = 1) and (α = 1, β =
2) versus the mass fraction f for SR = 5 and R = 2000. (b) displays the optimal
growth versus Stokes number SR for the indicated values of the mass fraction f
and mode (α = 1, β = 1).

values of f a stabilizing effect is observed: the amplitude of the oblique mode

introduced initially decreases faster and its action is less detrimental.

In summary, for the scenario considered here, streaks need to reach a sufficient high

amplitude so that secondary instabilities can initiate; this streak generation process

is hardly changed by the particles. However, oblique modes are generally weakened

by the solid phase and this induces a transition delay since the time for transition

does depend on the amplitude of the streamwise-dependent forcing induced by the

particles and the oblique mode. The delay can therefore be explained by the fact

that the oblique modes, determining the initial amplitude of the growing secondary

instability mode, become weaker in the presence of particles.
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4.3. Oblique scenario

In the second route to turbulence discussed by Reddy et al. (1998), a pair of oblique

optimal waves (OW scenario, (α, β) = (1,±1)) is considered at time zero, see Table

4.2 for the wave numbers and Figure 4.9 for the initial condition. Each of the waves

grow by a non-modal growth mechanism, so that they interact non-linearly and

initiate streaks of wave vector (0, 2) in the flow, as in the scenario examined in the

previous section. The two oblique waves are both given the same initial energy and

initially particles are uniformly distributed with zero disturbance velocity.

Table 4.2: The oblique waves case

case modes, (α, β)
OW (1, 1) (1,−1)
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Figure 4.9: The initial disturbance for the evolution of the pair (α, β) = (1, 1) and
(α, β) = (1,−1). The xz-plane is given where the checkerboard for velocity w is
clearly visible.

The critical threshold energy for transition is displayed in Figure 4.10 versus the

particle mass fraction. As in the previous scenario, the energy required to reach

the turbulent state decreases at low mass fraction and then increases with f ; in

this case, however, the increase of the critical threshold energy is more significant,

approximately by a factor 4 for the largest mass fractions considered. As discussed

for the SV scenario, the initial decrease of the critical threshold energy required

to transition to the modulation is probably introduced in the system by the few

particles present.

The largest increase observed at large f is instead related to the decreased ampli-

tude of the oblique modes in the presence of particles, as also discussed above in

relation to Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.10: The critical threshold energy for the OW scenario initiated by two
symmetric oblique waves (α = 1, β = ±1) as a function of the particle mass fraction
f with SR = 5 and R = 2000.
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Figure 4.11: The v-velocity (a) and u-velocity (b) as a function of time for several
mass fractions at SR = 5 and R = 2000 with an initial perturbation energy of
8 · 10−6.

The time evolution of the integral of the perturbation velocities is reported in

Figure 4.11 for initial disturbances of energy 8 · 10−6. Such a relatively low ampli-

tude has been used to highlight how, unlike in the SV1 scenario, the streamwise

amplitude |u| is significantly reduced when increasing the particle mass fraction.

Indeed Figure 4.11(b) displays a monotonic decrease of the streak amplitude when

increasing f . The transient growth of the streaks is significantly delayed by the

lower amplitude of the interacting oblique modes. In addition, in contrast to the

case of transition initiated by a pair of counter-rotating streamwise vortices, there

is no significant time-delay in the transition for values of the initial energy above
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Figure 4.12: Time evolution of the disturbance energy for the OW scenario and
three Fourier modes (α = 0, β = 2), (1, 1) and (1, 2). (a) Low mass fraction
f = 0.035 and initial energy E0 = 8.7 · 10−6. (b) High mass fraction f = 0.39 and
initial energyE0 = 2.1·10−5. In each plot dotted-lines indicate the energy evolution
in the case of single phase fluid for the same initial conditions. The oblique mode
(1,−1) has the same energy levels as its symmetric counterpart (1, 1)

the critical threshold (compare with Figure 4.6).

The energy of single Fourier components in the flow is depicted in Figure 4.12

for two different values of the mass fraction f . Mode (1, 1) is present due to the

OW forcing ((1,−1) is not shown) and the other modes are visible due to non-

linear interactions. From the figures one can also appreciate the steps involved

in the oblique transition: first the amplification of the oblique modes, see also

v perturbation at t ≈ 10 in Figure 4.11(a), and later the emergence of streaky

structures, cf. the u perturbation at t ≈ 30 in Figure 4.11(b).

Figure 4.11 reveals that for f ≤ 0.036, transition is induced in spite of the lower

amplitude of the oblique modes compared to the single phase flow. This clearly

points to the importance of the additional forcing induced by the inertial particles

and is confirmed by the data in Figure 4.12(a). Particles introduce a localized

forcing making the flow turbulent. Here it is demonstrated that the (1, 2)-mode

initiated by the particle forcing is present in the laminar-turbulent transition at

the lowest values of f .

At large particle mass fraction, Figure 4.12(b), the particles are responsible for a

decrease in energy of the (1, 1)-mode of more than an order of magnitude. This

decrease results in relaminarizing: no turbulence is generated and the (1, 2)-mode

is not visible.
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4.4. Particle concentration

Until now, particles were assumed to be homogeneously distributed. Although ini-

tially this can be the true, particles disperse and they might cluster and form an

inhomogeneous distribution. In this section, the (in)homogeneous particle distri-

bution is discussed for the channel flow, but the research on homogeneity is further

presented in the next Chapter for a boundary layer.

Inertial particles are shown to display a characteristic accumulation at the wall

in turbulent flows: the so called turbophoresis (Caporaloni et al. 1975; Soldati &

Marchioli 2009). Here is examined how particle accumulation occurs during the

transition scenarios considered before. The normalized wall-normal concentration

profiles, are reported in figure 4.13 and 4.14 for low and large mass fraction respec-

tively. In each figure, the left panel displays data for the SV1 scenario, whereas the

OW results are depicted on the right. Note that only half channel is represented in

each figure since a symmetric distribution is found. For all cases under considera-

tion, the initial amplitude is chosen to be above the critical threshold for transition

to turbulence and the time of transition is approximately 100 time units.

Figure 4.13: Time evolution of normalized particle concentration for (a) SV1 sce-
nario and (b) OW scenario for particle mass fraction f = 0.02 and initial amplitude
just above the threshold for transition to turbulence. SR = 5 and R = 2000. Tran-
sition to turbulence occurs at t ≈ 100 for SV and t ≈ 80 for OW.

Comparing the left and right panel of each figure one can note that the drift to-

wards the wall is initiated earlier in the case of OW scenario, see the results for

t = 100. Here, the initial uniform distribution is still visible for the SV1 scenario.

Important in the case of the assumptions on the homogeneous particle distribution

made before: both before and during the transition, particles are homogeneously

distributed for the case SV1 (Figure 4.13a) as the transition time is at t ∼ 100. For
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Figure 4.14: Time evolution of normalized particle concentration for (a) SV scenario
and (b) OW scenario for particle mass fraction f = 0.39 and initial amplitude just
above the threshold for transition to turbulence. SR = 5 and R = 2000. Transition
to turbulence occurs at t ≈ 100 for both scenarios.

oblique waves the time for transition is t ∼ 80 and from this figure it is unknown

whether a homogeneous concentration is present at that time step.

For larger mass fractions, the homogeneous distribution of particles is even more

pronounced, for both SV1 and OW, see Figures 4.13 and 4.14. In both scenarios,

the transition to turbulence occurs at t ≈ 100, at which both scenarios still show a

homogeneous particle concentration.

4.5. Conclusions

The main conclusions that can be drawn from the DNS analysis are the increase in

critical threshold energy for the oblique waves and the time-delay for the Stream-

wise vortices scenarios. However, the increase in critical threshold energy for SV1

and OW is only true for large particle mass fractions. For small mass fraction, the

particles induce a non-linearity in the flow initiating different modes (for exam-

ple (1, 2) in the case of SV1) which are not present in the single-phase flows. This

results in two competing mechanisms: particles initiate non-linearity and the (1, 2)-

mode when not initially present (SV1, see Figure 4.5), but particles also dampen

the growth of these (1, 2)-modes (see Figure 4.8). If the initial perturbation consists

of the (1, 2) mode (SV2), particles of all mass fraction induce a (small) increase in

critical threshold energy.

Furthermore, the particle distribution during the transition process is shown. The

clustering of particles at the wall seems not to be present in the laminar and tran-

sitional time period, but in the turbulent regime (t ∼ 100 in Figure 4.14). The
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clustering is further discussed in the next chapter where particle dispersion in a

boundary layer is investigated.
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CHAPTER 5

Migration and clustering of particles with ξ << 1

The last part of the previous chapter shows that particles with finite inertia migrate

towards the walls in turbulent flows, the so-called turbophoresis. This has been

numerically investigated with both DNS and Large Eddy Simulations (LES), see,

among others, Kuerten & Vreman (2005); Sardina et al. (2012b). In this chapter

results are shown whether this and other accumulation effects are present dur-

ing transition. Because the interest lies in particle migration, a low particle mass

fraction is used and a 1-way coupling model is sufficient (Elghobashi 1994). The

particles are modeled as described in Chapter 2.3.

To investigate the particle behavior in an intermittent flow regime and clearly differ-

entiate between the different stages of transition to turbulence, by-pass transition is

considered in a spatially evolving boundary layer. The channel flow in the previous

chapters is considered in the temporal framework, whereas in a spatial boundary

layer the different regimes occur at the same time along the plate. An example

of a velocity field is given in Figure 5.1, where the top view of a boundary layer

flow is shown in (a). Here several flow stages can be identified: laminar flow at

x = 0 and the development of streak downstream towards a fully turbulent flow at

x > 1400δ∗0, with δ∗0 the boundary layer displacement thickness at x = 0. Also, a

turbulent spot around x ∼ 800δ∗0 can be identified. Figure 5.1(b) shows a side view

of the flow field where the boundary layer growth is evident. Also in this figure,

the turbulent spot around x ∼ 800δ∗0 and the turbulent field downstream can be

recognized. Turbulent spots randomly occur due to local disturbance growth and

are advected towards the fully turbulent region while growing in size and merging;

one cannot predict when the spots will occur and where.

5.1. Flow and particle parameters

To investigate the particle behavior, first the flow and particle parameters are re-

ported and then the main flow statistics: the drag coefficient Cf , the intermittency

(I), the displacement thickness δ∗ and the momentum thickness θ.

The domain size used for the present simulations is x = 2000δ∗0, y = 60δ∗0 ,

z = 180δ∗0 . The Reynolds number for the boundary layer problem is Re = 300

69
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Figure 5.1: Instantaneous flowfield for streamwise velocity u. A turbulent spot and
the turbulence downstream can be clearly identified.

where Re is defined as

Re =
U∞δ∗0
ν

,

where U∞ is the free stream velocity.

The domain is meshed by a grid of size nx = 3072, ny = 201, nz = 512. nx and

nz are the number of Fourier modes in the streamwise and spanwise direction. ny

is the number of Chebyshev polynomials in wall-normal direction. On top of the

Blasius boundary layer solution at x = 0, a free stream turbulence intensity of 4%

is used to trigger transition downstream. These large computations are performed

using PRACE resources.

For the particles under the assumptions mentioned above, the Stokes number is

the most important parameter. In the case of boundary layers, the nominal Stokes

number St is defined as

St =
τpU∞

δ∗0
,

with τp the particle relaxation time. The Stokes numbers used are St = [0, 3, 15, 37,

74, 148]. Particles are seeded at x = 15, at four wall normal seeding positions:

y = [0.65, 1.3, 2.2, 20],
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initially having the local fluid velocity. For all Stokes numbers and at every wall-

normal position every 2 time steps δ∗0/U∞ 8 particles are seeded.

Besides the dimensionless numbers defined on the displacement thickness at x = 0

and free stream velocity U∞, also local Stokes and Reynolds numbers can be defined

using the local displacement thickness δ∗ and the friction velocity Uτ :

Reδ∗ =
U∞δ∗

ν
,Rex =

U∞x

ν

Stδ∗ =
τpU∞

δ∗
, Stτ =

τpUτ

δ∗
(5.1)

5.1.1. Flow statistics

As a major interest lies in the transition, first the different regions in the flow have

to be identified qualitatively. A first identification can be based on the friction

velocity, drag coefficient and the intermittency, see Figure 5.2.

The friction velocity is defined as uτ =
√

τw
ρ where τw is the wall shear stress. The

drag coefficient Cf is then dependent on the wall shear stress: the drag increases

when the wall shear stress increases. This can be used to determine whether a flow

is laminar, turbulent or transitional. In Figure 5.2(a) the friction velocity is given

and it shows a decrease in shear stress, until x ∼ 900, where an increase is seen.

This increase shows a developing turbulent flow, which reaches a fully turbulent

state around x ∼ 1400 where the friction velocity starts to increase again.

The same regions can be see in the drag coefficient, Figure 5.2(b), where also the

drag coefficients for a laminar and turbulent flow are given:

Cl =
0.664√
Rex

, Ct = 0.0576Re−1/5
x

Comparing the drag coefficient with those reference coefficients, show nicely that

the flow is laminar upstream and turbulent downstream.

The intermittency is used to identify the flow regions and is defined as:

I =
Cf − Cl

Ct − Cl
.

The result is given in 5.2(c), where the intermittency is larger than 1 for x > 1400

which is due to the definition of the turbulent drag coefficient used here. From

this result four different domains for particle statistics are chosen: 0 < x < 400,

400 < x < 900, 900 < x < 1400, 1400 < x < 1800. The first domain represents the

laminar domain and the last domain only contains turbulent flow. In the region

400 < x < 900 streaks are mostly formed and initial turbulent spots are created.

In the third domain, 900 < x < 1400, transition takes place and turbulent spots

are frequent and growing. The intermittency shows a sharp increase in this region,

from I = 0.1 to I = 1.
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Figure 5.2: Several flow parameters as a function of x. (a) Friction velocity Uτ , (b)
Drag coefficient Cf and the laminar and turbulent Cl and Ct as reference and (c)
Intermittency

Both the displacement and momentum thickness of the boundary layer change

downstream as shown in Figure 5.3. These thicknesses also change in the transi-

tional and turbulent regime. The displacement thickness is an important parameter

for the definition of the local Stokes number, see Equation 5.1. The behavior of

the local Stokes numbers are given in Figure 5.4. As discussed in Sardina et al.

(2012b), the Stokes number decreases downstream as the flow scales increase (δ∗).
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Figure 5.3: Displacement thickness δ∗ and momentum thickness θ
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Figure 5.4: Stokes number based on local parameters as defined in Equation 5.1.

5.1.2. Example of particles in flow field

An example of a flow field visualization with corresponding particle distribution

for Stokes St = 3, is given in Figure 5.5 with the flow field at y = 1 and particles

present in the layer y = [0− 1] plotted as black dots. Particles seeded at y = 0.65

and y = 1.3 appear to be present in the bottom part of the boundary layer with

a thickness of δ99 = 3 at the leading edge. Particles seeded at y = 2.2 are in

the upper part of the boundary layer. Particles seeded at y = 20 can be used to

investigate whether particles in the far field also impinge into the boundary layer

or stay in the far field.
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Figure 5.5: Instantaneous flow field in the xz-plane at y = 1 and particles between
y = [0− 1] for Stokes number St = 3. Particles are shown as black dots.
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Upstream, particles seeded at y = 0.65 are the only ones visible and those particles

are homogeneously distributed in spanwise direction at x = 15. Further down-

stream other particles are also present in the region y = [0 − 1] due to particle

dispersion.

Because upstream only particles are present which are seeded at y = 0.65, one

might expect a dependency of the choice of wall-normal seeding positions on the

particle distribution. To interpret the results, the next section shows results for

tracer particles with which the inertial particles can be compared.

5.2. Tracer particles, St = 0

Tracer particles are particles with St = 0 and these particles exactly follow the

local fluid velocity; the relaxation time is zero and thus the term 1
St (ui − upi) is

infinite: ui = upi . If particles are homogeneously distributed within the entire

flow field, fluid and particle statistics will coincide; due to the seeding at specific

places however, the particle positions are biased. Figure 5.6 shows the wall-normal

particle distribution, and the seeding results in a non-homogeneous concentration

in wall-normal direction. Especially in the region x = [0− 400] where the particles

are seeded, one can clearly distinguish the seeding locations. Moving downstream,

the particles disperse in the wall-normal direction, but it takes turbulence to really

have the tracers homogeneously distributed.

To show the effect on a flowfield visualization, Figure 5.7 shows tracer particles in

the layer y = [0− 0.5], a layer close to the wall and below the seeding position clos-

est to the wall. The only way to migrate into this layer is via the spanwise vortices

bringing high speed fluid towards the bottom layer. This means the particles are

mainly present in the high speed areas of the flow. If one would have seeded at a

position much closer to the surface, particles would probably move upwards with

the vortices and therefore be found in low speed regions.

Looking further downstream, also tracers seeded at y = 1.3 and y = 2.2 impinge

into the layer y = [0 − 0.5]. The particles seeded at y = 0.65 have moved towards

the low-speed regions, while particles from the free stream impinge in the high

speed regions. It is interesting to see particles moving into the low-speed areas af-

ter they reached the wall-parallel layer of y = [0− 0.5]. One might expect particles

with St = 0 have no preferable position within the flow. Another effect plays a

role in showing a preferential position for tracer particles seeded at one wall-normal

position: particles in low speed areas stay longer in their regions than particles in

high speed areas. Therefore, the time particles spend in low-speed regions is longer

than that they spend in high-speed regions. This makes the concentration of par-

ticles larger in low velocity regions. This effect was already seen in experiments

by Matsubara & Alfredsson (2000), with a combined smoke visualization and PIV

measurements. Smoke was released into the boundary layer through a slot in the
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Figure 5.6: PDF for the wall normal position of tracers (vertical axis) for four
regions in the boundary layer. The particles become homogeneously distributed
only in the turbulent regime (x = [1400− 1800]).

wall creating a homogeneous smoke distribution in the spanwise direction, at one

wall-normal position, as is the case in the numerical simulations. They noticed that

further downstream, the smoke was not homogeneously distributed in the spanwise

direction. With combined PIV measurements and smoke visualization they showed

the smoke was present in the low-speed streaks. This could be the same effect as

seen in the DNS with tracer particles seeded at one wall-normal position.

To investigate the behavior of the inertial particles, their statistics have to be com-

pared to those of the passive tracers as the passive tracers and inertial particles are

seeded at the same wall-normal positions. If the concentration of a population of

inertial particles differs from the passive tracers one can say that there is a prefer-

ential accumulation. The seeding effect for inertial particles are further discussed

in Section 5.4.2.
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Figure 5.7: Instantaneous flow field in the xz-plane at y = 0.5. Particles (black
dots) between y = [0− 0.5] are plotted for Stokes number St = 0
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5.3. Particle concentrations

To investigate the accumulation of particles in the wall-normal direction, the par-

ticle concentration within the whole domain is computed. The entire domain is

divided into cells (cx = 500, cy = 120, cz = 1) and the number of particles in each

cell counted. This is done for 2000 particle fields, in order to get a converged

concentration. Figure 5.8 shows the particle concentration in the xy-plane. If one

investigates the tracer particles, St = 0 (a), one notices particles get distributed in

the whole domain. For increasing Stokes number, changes in concentrations can be

observed, mostly in the turbulent region though. The observed wall-accumulation

in turbulence is also known as turbophoresis. Most noticeable accumulation is ob-

served for the Stokes numbers St = 15 (b), where wall accumulation is striking.

For the particles with Stokes number St = 148 (c) on the other hand, it can be

clearly seen that fewer particles cluster at the wall in the turbulent region com-

pared to St = 15. As mentioned before, the relaxation time is large, particles with

St = 148 cannot follow the turbulent flow fluctuations and fewer particles end up

in the region close to the wall.
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Figure 5.8: Concentrations in xy−plane for all z for St = 0, 15, 148. Note the wall
accumulation for St = 15 starting around x ∼ 800.
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5.3.1. Wall accumulation

Turbophoresis is the tendency of particles to migrate towards regions with lower

turbulence intensity. In the case of turbulent boundary layers, the laminar sublayer

is a region with low turbulence and therefore particles migrate towards the wall.

In this section, the migration towards the wall is discussed; it is studied whether

turbophoresis occurs only in turbulent regions or if this effect is also present in the

transitional regime.

When investigating the flow field with St = 3, (see Figure 5.5) more thoroughly, it

seems that these particles are distributed evenly throughout the full length. Even

in the turbulent regime where turbophoresis might occur. Apparently, the Stokes

number is too low to induce a significant turbophoresis. The turbophoresis is de-

pendent on Stokes number as clearly seen in Figure 5.9, showing the particle con-

centration in the region y = [0− 1] in (a) versus streamwise direction x. Here, one

can see that for St = 3 the particle concentration is constant along the boundary

layer. However, this does not mean turbophoresis is not present for these particles.

As discussed before, the results have to be compared to those for passive tracers.

And for particles with St = 0 one can see that the concentration is larger upstream

than downstream. This indicates that St = 3 does show effect of turbophoresis,

though the effect is small.
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(b) y = (0− 0.5)

Figure 5.9: Concentration versus x for all z. For two different wall normal layers.
The Stokes number showing largest concentration in the turbulent regime is St =
37.
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For larger Stokes numbers the effect is more profound; the concentration increases

in the downstream direction. Notice how the concentration for St = 15 and St = 37

has the same shape as the drag coefficient Cf and the intermittency. This indicates

that during the transition particles already tend to move to the wall in a manner

equivalent to the intermittency, ending with a large concentration in the turbulent

region. For larger Stokes number, St = 148, the concentration downstream is not

as large as the concentration for St = 15. This shows the existence of an optimal

Stokes number, a Stokes number where particles are most affected by the fluid. The

existence of an optimal Stokes number has the same reason seen in the stability

analysis, for higher Stokes numbers, the particle relaxation time is so large they

cannot follow the flow disturbances. In stability analysis, particles with large SR

are less stabilizing than for intermediate SR: the particle relaxation time of the

particles is large having difficulty in adapting to the fluid perturbations.

The optimal Stokes number for turbophoresis in this analysis is somewhere between

St = 15− 37. Just as a stability Stokes number existed in stability analysis which

has a value around one at optimal particle-fluid interaction, the local Stokes number

might have a value around one. As turbophoresis occurs mainly in the turbulent

boundary layer, a scaling with the turbulence parameters is most logical. Following

Sardina et al. (2012b), the local Stokes number in a turbulent flow can be defined

as

St+ =
τpu

2
τ

ν
.

The development of St+ in the streamwise direction is given in Figure 5.10.

In turbulent flows the optimal St+-number for turbophoresis is St+ = 25, which

coincides approximately with St = 37 in Figure 5.10. The wall accumulation is also

largest for this Stokes number as can be seen in Figure 5.9(b). Interestingly, the

differentiation between the passive tracers and the inertial particles starts around

x ∼ 900, where the intermittency rises and more turbulence is generated. This

result indicates turbophoresis is an effect only seen in turbulent areas and not so

much during transition.
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Figure 5.10: The local Stokes number St+ =
τpu

2

τ

ν as a function of x. Particles with
St+ ∼ 25 show most wall accumulation in a turbulent flow (Sardina et al. 2012b).

5.4. Preferential Migration

As already mentioned for St = 0, the first particles entering the domain (0 < x <

400) are found in high-speed areas. The streamwise vortices, the fluid structures at

the start of transition, bring high speed fluid down into the boundary layer, taking

particles with it. Therefore, the particles are present in high speed streaks. As these

vortices are stable for some time, this results in the presence of particle trains in

these high speed streaks, which can be seen in Figure 5.12(a) where particles with

St = 3 are plotted in the region y = [0−0.5]. One can also see those particles move

towards other regions downstream. In regions downstream also particle trains in

low speed streaks can be noticed.

To show quantitatively that particles preferentially lie in high speed areas in the

region x = [0 − 400], the probability density function of the perturbation fluid

streamwise velocity (u− umean) at particle positions is given in Figure 5.11(a) for

all particles. In this figure, umean is the z- and time averaged fluid velocity at

particle position. Results show that for every Stokes number, particles are present

in regions with fluid velocity larger than the average fluid velocity. The mean of

u − umean is indicated with µ in the figures. This large velocity is an indication

particles flowing into the boundary layer in the high-speed streaks. In the consid-

ered region the particles entering are probably seeded mostly at y = 0.65 because

they are closest to the plate.

For reference, the particles seeded at y = 0.65 for St = 3 are plotted in Figure

5.12(b) where the upstream region has a close resemblance to Figure 5.12(a) where

all particles are given. Clearly, upstream, only particles seeded at y = 0.65 have

flown into the layer y = [0− 0.5].

Further downstream, for x = [400 − 900], particles are more present in the lower

velocity regions, see Figure 5.11(b). One should take into account that in this
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Figure 5.11: PDF of u− umean for two regions and close to the wall, y = [0− 0.5].
µ indicates the sample average.

region also particles from other seeding positions are entrained into this layer. In-

terestingly, particles with St = 37 shows a peak around u− umean = 0, which can

be attributed to turbophoresis. As particles are close to the wall, the velocity is

low as the velocity at the wall is zero. Therefore, even larger peaks of the velocity

PDF are found further downstream, where wall clustering is more pronounced.

As mentioned, particles seeded at y = 1.3 and y = 2.2 are also flowing towards

the bottom part of the boundary layer when moving downstream. Figure 5.12(c)

shows the particles seeded at y = 2.2 in the region y = [0 − 0.5]. Particles seeded

at y = 2.2 flow into the bottom part of the boundary layer around the x-position

where turbulent spots appear. As a consequence, the probability density function

for particles seeded at y = 1.3 and y = 2.2 reflect their positions within the turbu-

lent spot and not on their behavior and entrainment into streaks.

5.4.1. Particles in y = [0.5− 1.5]

To exclude particles too close to the wall in the results, the statistics of the particles

in the region y = [0.5− 1.5] are seperately shown in Figure 5.13. Compared to the

results for y = [0 − 0.5] the large concentrations are not seen and the results can

be compared with those for St = 0 to investigate preferential positioning in the

boundary layer core.

For the upstream region where particles enter the boundary layer, particles are

mostly distributed homogeneously. Most particles present in the range x = [0−400]

originate from the seeding points y = [0.65, 1.3], and maybe some from y = 2.2.

The latter particles are probably present in the high speed regions, as explained

before. The particles in the region y = [0.5 − 1.5] are at first homogeneously dis-

tributed, but soon start to move to their preferential positions. Apparently these
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(c) y = 2.2

Figure 5.12: Instantaneous flowfield at y = 0.5. Particles between y = [0− 0.5] for
Stokes number St = 3 are shown as black dots in (a). Those seeded at y = 0.65 or
y = 2.2 are given in (b) and (c). Upstream, (a) and (b) are almost indistinguishable.
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are the lower speed regions, as the average fluid velocity at particle positions is

smaller than zero. When moving downstream, the effect becomes stronger and in

the region x = [900 − 1400] the maximum and average fluid velocity at particle

position is clearly below the average fluid velocity.

No relevant differences emerge for particles with different Stokes number, only for

St = 148, the largest Stokes number considered, the particle distribution is de-

viating slightly. This phenomenon is attributed to the still large flow time scale:

particles for all Stokes numbers can adjust to the fluid fluctuations. In the de-

fined Stokes number, the boundary layer thickness is an important length scale.

In the case of streaks however, particles move through the streak and the streak

length might be a more appropriate length scale. The streak length is not known,

but an estimation can be made from Figure 5.1: it may be somewhere around

xl ∼ 200. Using this length to identify a local Stokes number Stl = St δ
∗

xl

St
200 , it is

apparent that only St = 148 results on a local Stokes number of the order 1. Al-

though, even for this Stokes number hardly any different particle behavior is found.

In the downstream region x = [1400 − 1800], the time scale of the turbulence is

smaller than the time scale in the streaks and therefore particles with different

relaxation times behave differently. The passive tracers are distributed around

u − umean = 0, while all other particles have an average below zero. The largest

effect can be found for St = 15. For larger Stokes numbers, the particles have no

time to adjust to the flow: the flow time scale is smaller than the particle time scale.

Therefore, their distribution tends to be more uniform, see for example St = 148

which has a distribution more similar to the passive tracers.
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Figure 5.13: Probability Density Functions of u−umean; fluid velocity in streamwise
direction at the particle positions for four downstream areas and y = [0.5−1.5]. Up-
stream, hardly any difference exists between Stokes numbers (a,b), which changes
downstream where turbulent spots and turbulence is present (c,d).

5.4.2. Seeding effect

In this section, the effect of the chosen non-uniform initial wall-normal seeding is

evaluated. To show what effect this might have, Probability Density Functions of

particles seeded at y = 0.65 and y = 2.2 are given in Figures 5.14 and 5.15 for the

region y = [0.5 − 1.5] and x = [400 − 900] (a) and x = [900 − 1400] (b). Figure

5.14 clearly shows that all particles seeded at y = 0.65 are in low speed regions for

both streamwise regions. In Figure 5.15 with particles seeded at position y = 2.2,

the entrainment into the y-layer is seen. As was the case for particles seeded at

y = 0.65 and observed in the region y = [0−0.5], particles come into the layer with

the larger velocity from a top layer. However, these particles also tend to move to

low velocity areas further downstream.

If particles would have been seeded homogeneously in the wall normal direction, one

might expect to have a homogeneous distribution as the two effects compensate.

Firstly, particle impinging from the free stream flow into the boundary layer in

large velocity areas. Secondly, particles entered further upstream that have moved
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towards low velocity regions. These effects might compensate and a homogeneous

particle distribution might be found.
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Figure 5.14: PDF of u−umean for two regions and close to the wall, y = [0.5−1.5].
Only particles seeded at y = 0.65 are used. Notice that in both cases the average
µ is smaller than zero, but this decreases further downstream.
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Figure 5.15: PDF of u−umean for two regions and close to the wall, y = [0.5−1.5].
Only particles seeded at y = 2.2 are used. Notice that particles upstream (a) have
a positive average velocity (µ), which becomes negative further downstream (b).

5.4.3. Wall normal distribution of particles

To show the similarity of the wall-normal distribution of particles away from the

wall and wall accumulation for optimal Stokes numbers, the wall-normal particle

count is given in Figure 5.16 for several streamwise regions x = [0 − 100, 100 −
200, 400− 500, 700− 800, 1000− 1100, 1300− 1400]. Clearly, the seeding positions

are seen in (a) and the particle number is equal for all Stokes numbers. The con-

centration difference in y-position is due to the local velocity: the particles seeded
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at larger y-positions have a larger velocity and should be introduced more often.

A small particle dispersion is already present in the region x = [0 − 100] and this

is even more apparent in (b), for x = [100 − 200]. There is not a large difference

in the wall-normal particle distribution between the Stokes numbers yet, although

St = 148 shows that those particles are slightly more spread compared to the other

particles.

Moving downstream, particles with the largest Stokes, St = 148, are more early

found close to the wall, see sub figures (c) and (d). This result indicates that all

particle move down due to vortices and the larger the Stokes number the further

they move. An explanation for this behavior could be that particles with St = 0

stay within the vortex at equal distance from the vortex center. Apparently, due

to inertia, particles with larger Stokes number continue towards the wall.

From (e-f), the turbophoresis can be seen by a large increase of particles near the

wall, for mostly intermediate Stokes numbers, St = 15, 37. Particles further away

from the wall (y > 2), are not affected and the concentration is equal for all Stokes

numbers in all regions.

5.5. Turbulent spot

The RMS-value (Root Mean Square) of the spanwise velocity w provides a good

observable way to detect a turbulent spot during transition. If the spanwise ve-

locity is large, the fluid is turbulent. When w is small, the flow is laminar. With

the results in this subsection it is investigated whether particles are found in re-

gions with more turbulence or with less turbulence. In short sections of length

∆x = 100, the fluid RMS velocities at particle positions are determined for all

Stokes numbers. The results for St = 0 are used to identify the RMS-values for

particles without inertia. All RMS-values are then normalized with those of the

passive tracers, making w∗
rms. This tells whether the particles are relatively more

likely to be present in turbulent regions (w∗
rms > 1) or if they avoid these regions

(w∗
rms < 1).

The domain in wall-normal direction is again divided into two different layers. The

first one includes the region close to the wall with y = [0− 3] and the second layer

y = [0.5− 3]. Note that the region y = [0 − 0.5] has a large impact on the results

for wrms, as shown in Figure 5.17 where the results for both regions are different.

In the first region, y = [0− 3], the particles very close to the wall are recognizable

as this region has low turbulence intensity: the overall wrms is small in y = [0− 3].

Therefore, the particles affected by turbophoresis influence the overall result by

having a small w∗
rms.

In the turbulent regime (x > 1400), all inertial particles in y = [0 − 3] have a

smaller wrms compared to the passive tracers. The w∗
rms for all Stokes numbers is
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(b) x = (100 − 200)
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(c) x = (400 − 500)
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(d) x = (700 − 800)
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(e) x = (1000 − 1100)
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(f) x = (1300 − 1400)

Figure 5.16: Particle count (vertical axis) in wall normal direction (horizontal axis)
for 6 streamwise areas. Notice the difference in concentration at the wall between
the different Stokes numbers. In the free stream, the Stokes number seems to have
little influence on the concentration.

monotonously decreasing, except for the largest Stokes number, where it increases

in the region x = [800− 1100]. In that region something is happening which causes

this increase and can be explained using Figure 5.17(b).

The results in Figure 5.17(b) show that wrms increases much more in x = [800−
1100] and now also the particles with other Stokes numbers show the same behav-

ior. The region where this happens, is where turbulent spots might occur. When
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particles are within the turbulent spot the wrms increases. Thus, apparently, in-

ertial particles tend to be in the turbulent spot more than passive tracers. The

larger the Stokes number, the larger wrms, except for small Stokes St = 3 and

St = 15. The tendency to be in the turbulent spot is also the reason why the

w∗
rms is not monotonously decreasing in Figure 5.17(a) for St = 148. The inertial

particles accumulate near the wall and the turbophoresis is the largest effect seen;

fewer particles are at the wall for St = 148 and the turbophoresis is therefore less

important.
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(b) y = (0.5− 3)

Figure 5.17: Fluid wrms at particle positions in two different layers, normalized
with the wrms for St = 0. (a) shows that particles migrated to the wall have a
lower wall normal velocity, while (b) shows that particles not at the wall tend to
be at places with larger wall normal velocity, e.g. a turbulent spot.

A reason for particles to be localized in a turbulent spot is that they have a large

inertia and they cannot avoid to flow into the slower turbulent spot. Specifically,

the backside of the turbulent spot, the region most upstream, is relatively slow;

the fluid at the same downstream position not being turbulent moves faster. This

means that upstream particles flow into the turbulent spot; they flow from a streak

into the backside of the turbulent spot. Therefore, the effect is larger for larger

Stokes numbers as they need more time to adapt to the fluid velocity and are more

susceptible to flow into a turbulent spot. Particles with low Stokes number have a

larger probability of moving around the spot.

5.6. Conclusions

This study confirms that the particle clustering at the wall, turbophoresis, is only

present in turbulent flow. In the intermittent region, the particle wall concentration

is a function of the intermittency indicating that wall clustering only takes place

in the turbulent spots.
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Particle clustering in low speed streaks is noticed, but this could be an effect of

the biased seeding positions. However, the results do show the same behavior as

experimental research for particles seeded at one wall-normal position: these par-

ticles tend to be in the low-speed regions.



CHAPTER 6

Lateral movement and clustering of finite-sized particles

with ξ ∼ 1

Neutrally buoyant point particles hardly have an effect on the stability of channel

flow, as shown in Chapter 3. However, they might influence flow stability if their

size increases and become finite-sized. When the size is of the same order of the

fluid structures, particles might affect the flow: the particle is a large obstacle to

which the fluid has to adapt. Even in a laminar flow, the fluid and particle ex-

change significant forces and particles might change single-phase flow phenomena.

In this chapter, both numerical and experimental analysis of finite-sized particles

are presented.

The numerical analysis uses the code developed by Breugem (2010, 2012) using

the Immersed Boundary Method (IBM) as presented in Chapter 2.4. The effect of

finite-sized particles on transition is difficult to examine because of large computa-

tional cost; therefore the research on finite-sized particles focuses on two different

scenarios, both of which could give some insight on whether finite-sized particles

affect some parts of the transition processes.

The experimental analysis is also based on the principle that the results might

give some initial insight: investigation of the preferential positions of finite-sized

particles to use this as a first step in the experimental research of the influence on

transition.

6.1. Particle migration using IBM

In transition research, the homogeneity of the particle-fluid mixture is of impor-

tance. Most of the time a homogeneous concentration is considered, as this simpli-

fies the problem and is easy to use in a continuum approach, as done in Chapter 3

for example. In chapter 5, it is shown that point particles show wall accumulation in

turbulence. However, finite-sized particles are shown to migrate in a laminar shear

flow, see Segré & Silberberg (1961), creating a non-homogeneous concentration. A

first step investigated with the IBM, is therefore particle migration in a laminar

flow. A laminar flow is the starting point for transition research and knowledge on

the positioning of particles in a laminar flow might give information on the regions

91
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where particles can perturb the flow.

In the second step the transition onset, the formation of streaks from vortices, is

studied. These streamwise vortices form the high and low speed streaks and it

is interesting to know if particles will end up in the maximum and minimum of

the streaks or in the shear region between the high and low speed streaks. Mans

(2007) showed that breakdown into turbulence occurs in the shear regions between

the streaks. Therefore, if particles tend to be in the shear region, they might influ-

ence the transition process. Therefore, a simple model of streamwise vortices with

finite-sized particles is investigated.

6.1.1. Migration in wall-normal direction

The equilibrium position of a particle in laminar channel flow is discussed in this

section. Particle migration in lateral direction in a laminar shear flow has been

shown by Segré & Silberberg (1961) and the lift force on a small particle in an

unbounded flow is derived by Saffman (1962). The lift force is a force on a particle

in lateral direction due to streamwise modulations and is due to several phenomena,

some of which are depicted in Figure 6.1. A single particle has a centerline velocity

Uc and a rotation rate Ωp. In a linear flow profile, the velocities at top and bottom

of the particle can be equal to the fluid velocity if the centerline velocity is equal

to the fluid velocity. In a quadratic profile, e.g. a Poiseuille flow, the velocities at

top and bottom of the particle can both be equal to the fluid velocity, but only

if the centerline velocity is smaller than the fluid velocity, see Figure 6.1(b). This

indicates that a discrepancy between flow and particle velocity exists around the

particle: the fluid flow has to adapt to the particle velocity. This discrepancy

induces forces on the particle and the particle migrates in the lateral direction.

However not yet fully understood, two or more forces are acting on the particle

drifting it to an equilibrium position in a Poiseuille flow. One of these forces could

be related to the dynamic pressure around the particle. The other force is the

Saffman lift force and is due to viscous forces:

FSaffman lift = 1.615ρd2ν1/2 (uf − up)

∣

∣

∣

∣

duf

dy

∣

∣

∣

∣

(1/2)

sign

(

duf

dy

)

, (6.1)

where d is the diameter of the particle and uf the fluid velocity at the particle

centerline. The Saffman lift force drifts the particle towards the center in case the

particle velocity is smaller than the fluid velocity. The following section shows the

results for the migration of a single particle in a Poiseuille flow.
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Figure 6.1: Sketch of the particle velocity, with Uc the centerline velocity and
Utop and Ubottom the velocities of both top and bottom of the particle which are a
combination of Uc and the rotation Ωp. On the left a linear flow profile is sketched
and on the right a quadratic profile. Notice the velocity-discrepancies between Uc

and the quadratic profile.

6.1.2. Migration of one particle

The particle migration and equilibrium position is shown here to identify where

finite-sized particles would be when the flow becomes transitional. The channel

length is taken such that the particle does not influence itself due to the periodic

boundary conditions. Section 6.1.4 shows that this is true for small bulk Reynolds

numbers.

The bulk Reynolds number Re = UbulkH
ν is based on the channel height H and the

bulk velocity Ubulk of the fluid. The trajectory of a particle with a size H/d = 5

is given in Figure 6.2 for different bulk Reynolds numbers. The initial wall-normal

position of the particles in all cases is y = 0.25, with y = [0− 1] and y = 0.5 is mid

channel. The initial particle velocity is the local fluid velocity and initial rotation

rate is half the fluid vorticity. The wall normal position is given in Figure 6.2(a),

the velocity of the particle minus the local Poiseuille solution is given in (b) and

the relative particle rotation in (c). The equilibrium position shifts with different

Reynolds numbers. For Re < 100 the equilibrium moves towards the wall with

increasing Reynolds number. With larger Reynolds numbers the equilibrium posi-

tion shifts towards the center of the channel. This indicates that the flow Reynolds

number is probably a key parameter influencing the particle migration, further ex-

plored in the next section.

The other parameters for the lift force are the relative velocity and the rotation.

Figure 6.2(b) shows the relative velocity, up − uf , which is negative for every Rey-

nolds number: the particle is moving slower than the fluid would have if no particle
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were present. The relative particle rotation rate is also negative: particles rotation

is smaller than the local fluid vorticity, Figure 6.2(c). These results show that the

flow field around the particle is adjusted to cope with the rigidness of the particle

and is thus changed, which could affect the total flow stability.
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(a) Wall-normal particle position
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(b) Particle velocity minus local poiseuille solu-
tion
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(c) Particle rotation

Figure 6.2: The trajectory of a particle with sizeH/d = 5 flowing through a channel
for three different parameters.

Particles migrate to approximately a quarter of the channel height and the equi-

librium position changes with Reynolds number. To investigate the latter finding

further, the equilibrium position as a function of Reynolds number is given in Fig-

ure 6.3 for two different particle sizes, H/d = 5 and H/d = 10. Note that for both

particle sizes there is a difference in the equilibrium position for different Reynolds

numbers, although the difference is small. A minimum is found at Re ∼ 100 for

H/d = 5 and Re ∼ 140 for H/d = 10.
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Figure 6.3: Equilibrium position as a function of channel Reynolds number for two
different particle diameters.

6.1.3. Parameter analysis

The channel Reynolds number and the particle position are used so far. The chan-

nel Reynolds number is based on global parameters, while the particles themselves

are affected by the local fluid flow. Therefore, some local parameters are investi-

gated as they might be the key in the process of moving towards an equilibrium

position: the particle diameter, local shear and relative particle velocity.

First, a comparison on the equilibrium height for the two particle sizes is made:

does a common parameter exist for these positions? Comparing the two sizes of

particles, the distance to the wall seems to be the parameter which is equal for both

large and small particles, see Figure 6.4(a). The minimum equilibrium position is

equal for both particles. This seems to suggest that the flow between particle and

wall is of great importance to the equilibrium position.

Another feature is the relative velocity of the particle. In Figure 6.4(b) the velocity

of the particle minus the local velocity of a Poiseuille flow at the particle center

is shown for both particle sizes. Notice that the particle moves slower than the

fluid. Actually, the particle velocity is approximately equal to half ∆U , it lies in

between the two extreme cases in Figure 6.1: the linear and quadratic (Poiseuille)

profile. Knowing this, the relative velocity at yp can approximated a priori: ∆Up =

(ULinear − UPoiseuille)/2. With y from [0-1] and Ucenterline = 1.5 with

UPoiseuille = 6yp(1− yp),

ULinear =
Utop + Ubottom

2
=

UPoiseuille(yp + r) + UPoiseuille(yp − r)

2
,

∆Up =
1

2
6r2. (6.2)
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Using this equation, one obtains ∆Up(r = 0.1) = −0.03 and ∆Up(r = 0.05) =

−0.0075, corresponding to a good approximation to the velocity differences seen in

Figure 6.4(b).
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(a) Particle height from the wall
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Figure 6.4: Comparison of the equilibrium position and relative velocity for parti-
cles with H/d = 5 and H/d = 10

The Reynolds number in Figure 6.4 is defined with the bulk velocity and channel

height and is not based on any particle parameter. Choosing the right velocity and

length scales for a Reynolds number based on particle properties might shed light

on the underlying behavior of the particle and flow at the equiblibirum positions.

Most interesting point is where the equilibrium position lies closest to the wall.

This is left as future research.

6.1.4. Particle-particle interaction

All the codes used in the previous chapters cannot incorporate particle-particle in-

teraction; the IBM by Breugem (2012) however does account for such interactions.

Therefore, in this section the influence of the interaction of particles on the equi-

librium position is investigated. For now, this does not imply collisions, but only

hydrodynamic coupling: one particle affects the flow field which in turn affects the

other particle. Instead of modeling more particles, use is made of periodic bound-

ary conditions. If the channel is shortened, the inter-particle spacing is reduced.

This makes a computationally efficient method for introducing particle-particle in-

teractions. Note, however, that the subsequent particles cannot move individually.

The investigation of the influence of inter-particle spacing has been performed for

two different channel Reynolds numbers, Re = 50 and Re = 150. The streamwise

and spanwise periodicity of the channel used in the previous section are L = 16D

and W = 8D respectively with D the diameter of the particle. The channel length
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of 16D implies a standard inter-particle spacing (I). Spanwise, with a channel

width of 8D, the inter-particle spacing is 7D. The channel height in all of the cases

is 5D. Results for varying I and W are given in Figure 6.5. In the case of Re = 150

a small effect of the periodic boundaries can be seen. For an elongated channel the

equilibrium position shifts slightly to the center of the channel (located at y = 0.5),

by approximately 1%. For Re = 50, the difference is small even for I=15D and

W=8D, which could be expected as particles moving slower have a smaller wake.

Particle with Re = 150 have a larger wake and therefore their inter-particle spacing

needs to be larger to exclude interactions. When the domain for Re = 50 is smaller,

the particle-particle interaction makes the equilibrium position move towards the

wall.
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(a) Re = 50
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Figure 6.5: The trajectory of a particle in a channel flow for several channel lengths
and widths, expressed in number of particle diameters D. Lengthwise, the inter-
particle spacing (I) is used.

Note, however, that even though there is particle-particle interaction, the particles

cannot freely move as they are linked to each other. To introduce an extra degree

of freedom, the channel is twice as long and two particles are simulated. The re-

sults are compared to those with a single particle with equal inter-particle spacing.

These two particles can also move independently. Figure 6.6(a) shows the results

for the case with one particle and with two particles. No difference is seen as both

particles migrate towards the same position as in the simulations with one particle.

Figure 6.6(b) shows the same but now with three particles and equal inter-particle

spacing. Interestingly particles now start to oscillate around an equilibrium posi-

tion: the same equilibrium position found with 1 particle and using the periodic

boundary conditions. This indicates that to find an equilibrium position the peri-

odic boundary conditions can be used. However, with more particles the dynamics
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becomes complex and unsteady solutions can emerge.
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Figure 6.6: The trajectory of one and 2 or 3 particles in a channel with Re =
50. The solid lines represent the trajectory for 1 particle and using the periodic
boundary conditions for the inter-particle spacing. The dashed lines represent
particles with the same inter-particle spacing, but where two or three particles are
simulated.

To take more interactions into account, an example is given for a flow with 60 par-

ticles of size H/d = 10. For three particles, the dynamics around an equilibrium

position became more chaotic. In varying the particle volume fraction collisions

become also possible. When particles are close a lubrication force is modeled and

for the collisions, a collision force is incorporated in the numerical code. Figure

6.7 shows the particle migration: the wall normal positions y versus streamwise

coordinate x for Re = 1000 in the same configuration as used for single particle

migration. One can clearly distinguish particles moving towards equilibrium po-

sitions, although not contained to specifically one position. Almost all particles

migrate towards the equilibrium position, but due to particle-particle interaction

equilibrium bands are formed. One in the bottom half and one in the top half of

the channel. An interesting effect of this simulation, is the positioning of two par-

ticles: they are close to wall, apparently due to particle-particle interaction. This

interaction on each other is so strong, they stay at a position near the wall instead

of migrating towards a band. The particle-particle interaction changes the lift such

that they stay close at the wall.

6.1.5. Vortices

A simple model is used to create vortices to identify particle migration within

such vortices. Figure 6.8 shows the velocity field of the vortices. The vortices are

initialized in a channel with a width of z = 4, height of y = 1 and length of x = 2.

The particle diameter is h/D = 10 and two vortex pairs are introduced as initial
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Figure 6.7: Trajectories of 60 particles with sizeH/d = 10 andRe = 1000 initialized
at different positions. One can see two equilibrium bands forming in streamwise
direction. Two particles stay at the wall due to strong particle-particle interaction.

condition and sustained by boundary forcing:

W = sin((y − 0.5)π)sin(zπ)

V = cos((y − 0.5)π)cos(zπ)

Particles initially have the same velocity as the local fluid velocity and half the

local fluid vorticity.

Figure 6.8: Flow field of the initial condition of the vortices. Colors represent the
wall normal velocity w.

Particles are released at z = 0.45, y = 0.5 with the vortex center at z ∼ 0.5, y = 0.5.

The particle movement in yz-plane is plotted in Figure 6.9 for density ratios
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ξ = [0.81, 0.91, 1.11, 1.25], in which ∗ indicates the starting position of the par-

ticle. What can be seen is that particles with ξ > 1 move towards the center of the

vortex while particles with ξ < 1 move outwards. The larger the density ratio the

faster they move outwards/inwards, which is also shown in Figure 6.10, where the

distance to the vortex center r is given as function of time. The particle moving

away from the center reaches a less stable position (magenta solid line) far away

from the center. The particle is affected by the wall and by the other vortices.

These results indicate that particles with ξ > 1 in a shear flow with streamwise

vortices would move towards the region with large shear indicating that such par-

ticles might influence the transition due to their finite size.
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Figure 6.9: Particle position in the yz-plane in time, starting at the initial position
denoted by the ∗. The red dashed line represents particles with ξ < 1 and the blue
solid line ξ > 1. The more ξ deviates from ξ = 1, the faster it migrates into and
out of the vortex.

Particle with ξ = 1

The same figures can be shown for particles with ξ = 1 which, one expects, would

stay at the same position and move neither outwards nor inwards. However, the

particle with ξ = 1 moves outwards, see Figure 6.11. This is either a numerical

artifact or, as a probable physical interpretation, the added mass effect: the total

effective mass makes that the particles behaves as if ξ is smaller than one.

This can be more clearly seen in Figure 6.12, where the migration of the particle

over 5 time units Rm = rt=5 − rt=0 is plotted as function of ξ. As reference also a

line is given at Rm = 0 and an asterisk at ξ = 1.
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Figure 6.10: The distance to the nearest vortex center r in time for several particles
with different values of ξ
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Figure 6.11: Particle position in the yz-plane in time for ξ = 1, starting at the
initial position denoted by the ∗.
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Figure 6.12: The migration of the particle over 5 time units Rm = rt=5 − rt=0 as
a function of density ratio ξ. The black asterisk is given at ξ = 1 and Rm = 0
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Particle-particle interaction

As for laminar channel flow, particle-particle interactions are taken into account

to study the influence of interactions on their migration. Here, 20 particles are

initially randomly distributed. One would expect, based on the results for one

particle, that particles with ξ = 0.91 all move outside of the vortices and therefore

at the wall of the channel. The particles with ξ = 1.11 on the other hand would all

go inwards. As can be seen in Figure 6.13, the latter is not totally true. Particle

interaction for ξ = 1.11 seems to make particles to move around r = 0.4 − 0.5 in

this example, although some particles do move towards the center of the vortex.

All particles with ξ = 0.91 do move outwards until they are at the edge of the

vortex.

Especially the result that for ξ = 1.11 not all particles move towards the center is

interesting and deserves further investigation.
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Figure 6.13: Particle distance from the nearest vortex center r for two different
values of ξ. 20 particles in the domain have been simulated and all are presented.

6.2. Experimental analysis

Experiments are performed to show initial results of the particle positioning using

the existing set-up. Some difficulties found during the experimental work are ad-

dressed and methods to bypass difficulties are presented.

From the experiments conducted by Mans (2007) it is known that some regions are

more susceptible to transition to turbulence than others. And as shown previously,

particles migrate due to shear. If one can figure out whether particles tend to

migrate to or away from those regions, predictions can be made whether particles

might influence the transition. If particles move towards regions where transition

is less likely to occur, particles probably have little influence on the transition pro-

cess. The main goal of the experiments is to get information on the displacement
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of large particles in the boundary layer. Large particles are particles with a size

d ∼ 200µm and are introduced together with PIV particles of d ∼ 50µm needed to

identify the flow field.

In this section, first some flow parameters are given. Thereafter some information

on particle detection: how one discriminates between the two particle sizes. Some

difficulties in acquiring data are addressed and finally, the first results are analyzed

and discussed.

6.2.1. Flow parameters

The measuring section is placed at 80cm from the leading edge with a free stream

velocity of 7.5cms−1. The distance of 80cm has been chosen with care. It should

not be too far, as turbulent spots need to be avoided. Furthermore, it should not be

too close to the leading edge, as the boundary layer is too thin to be investigated.

Also, particles need some time to migrate to a preferential position.

The boundary layer thickness is approximated by:

δ = 4.91

√

U∞x

ν
= 4.91

√

7.5 · 10−20.8

1 · 10−6
= 16mm.

The laser sheet is therefore positioned 8mm above the plate.

The size of the tracer particles is 50µm and the size of the large particles is 200µm.

However, the relative size is important to define the particle relaxation time S

and Stokes number St. Several options exist: the boundary layer thickness δ,

displacement thickness δ∗ or streak width. δ = 16mm, the displacement thick-

ness δ∗ = δ/2.85 = 5.6mm and the streak width is approximately 2cm; the lat-

ter is found by Mans (2007). If L = δ = 16mm is used, the relaxation time

S = 2
9

r2

L2

1
ξ = 2.18 · 10−6 for the tracer particles (d/L = 0.0031) and S = 3.47 · 10−5

for the large particles (d/L = 0.0125). To compute the local Stokes number, S has

to be multiplied by the local Reynolds number R = Uδ
ν = 1200. Therefore, the

Stokes numbers for these particles are St = 0.0026 and St = 0.04, which are small

compared to the Stokes numbers used in the previous chapter on particle migration

in bypass transition. However, some lateral movement and preferential positions

might be expected for the large particles.

If the Stokes number is based on the displacement thickness δ∗, as was the case in

the previous chapter, the Stokes numbers are St∗ = 0.0074 and St∗ = 0.12 for the

small and large particles respectively.
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6.2.2. Particle detection

Their size is used to detect the large particles. In the commercial program Davis1,

an algorithmic mask can be designed to detect automatically the large particles

in every snapshot. The image is processed in greyscale where black is zero and

pure white has the value 65520. The small PIV particles can be identified knowing

that these are recorded with one pixel having a very large gray-value. The large

particles are recorded with many pixels having a very large gray-value. Therefore,

a sliding average is taken over 4 pixels over the whole domain: every pixel gets

a new gray value composed of the surrounding pixels. This results in smaller

gray values for the PIV-particles, while the center of each large particle can still

be identified by a large gray value. Therefore, a cut-off gray value is specified

below which everything is set to zero, in this case 11000. These values have been

optimized by trial-and-error and might be different per day of experimenting and

camera settings. Figure 6.14 shows an example of the initial and final particle

field. Literature (Khalitov & Longmire 2012; Poelma 2004; Balachander & Eaton

2010) shows some more advanced techniques in differentiating between the small

and large particles, which could provide better differentiation in future research.

The resulting particle images are exported from ”Davis”for further processing using

Matlab. Here, a blob of pixels should be reproduced into one pixel. To accomplish

this, a simple algorithm is used where the maximum value of the total field is

found. This is set as the particle position and saved. Around this point, the gray

values are then set to zero: 10 pixels in all directions. This process is repeated

until no particles are left in the field. The ’10 pixels’ has been determined again

by trial-and-error for several particle fields to be optimal; the typical diameter of

a large particle is 10 pixels.

For the small particles, the same method is used. However, first the large particles

are removed and the field size around the maximum is set to 3 pixels in each

direction.

6.2.3. Velocity field

The starting point of the investigation is the flowfield as determined with the image

pairs using the tracer particles. Figure 6.15 shows a snapshot of one image, where

the particles are clearly visible. Figure 6.15(b) shows the flowfield as determined

with one PIV pair. The plane is wall parallel and all results presented are recorded

in this plane. The flow field is computed with ”Davis” with an interrogation area

of 64x64 pixels and an overlap of 50%. An outlier detection method is used and

missing data is linearly interpolated from the surrounding data. Table 6.1 shows

the important parameters of the experiments.

1Davis 7.4, LaVision, 2010
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Figure 6.14: Example of the differentiation between large and small particles. All
particles are shown in (a) and the determined large particles from this figure are
shown in (b)
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Figure 6.15: Snapshot of one image where the PIV-particles can be seen (a) and
the flowfield based on this snapshot and the other image from the same PIV pair.

As one can see in Figure 6.15, the flow field is just a snapshot and contains er-

rors from the program, such as interpolation errors. To overcome such errors and

improve the flowfield, an average of 213 consecutive displacement fields is given

in Figure 6.16. In (a) a contourplot of the streamwise displacement x minus the

mean x-displacement of the total field is given. In (b), the vector field of the same

displacement field is given. The high and low speed streaks can be identified.

6.2.4. Acquiring experimental data with large particles

In preliminary experiments by Vromans (2012), the flow field was captured during

one full run of 213 image pairs. The result with an averaged flow field and all the

particles found, is given in Figure 6.17(a). The tracer particles move 3 pixels within
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Table 6.1: Experimental parameters

Description number unit
Domain 1600x1200 pixels
Domain 150x112.5 mm
dt 0.016 seconds
U∞ 7.5 cm/s
Interrogation Area 64x64 pixels
Overlap 50 %
Range streamwise V x = 8± 10 pixels
Range spanwise V y = 0± 10 pixels
Interpolation Linear -
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Figure 6.16: Averaged displacement flow field over 213 displacement fields. In (a)
the x− xmean displacement is given with xmean the averaged streamwise displace-
ment of the total field. In (b) the displacement vectors are shown.

one image pair. From such a run an average displacement field is determined and

the large particle positions are then found in one image of every image pair. The

resulting particle positions are given in Figure 6.17(a). One single particle flowing

through the domain is found in multiple image pairs, which are represented by

the lines of particles seen in the figure. Each line represents probably one particle

moving through the domain. Obviously, if all particles in the figure are used in

statistical analysis, a single particle is not counted once, but many times. For

the statistical analysis, independent particles are wanted, as the interest lies in

preferential positioning of large particles. A way to overcome this problem is to

not count the particles in every image pair, but with a certain time-lag between

the image pairs. The same flow field with particles plotted only every 50th image

pair is shown in Figure 6.17(b). Although this method will work, the disadvantage

is that many measurements have to be recorded and postprocessed to get sufficient
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statistical data. One such run takes a couple of minutes and the postprocessing

takes several hours.
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(b) Particles every 50th frame

Figure 6.17: Averaged flow field over 213 displacement fields in streamwise direction
with data from Vromans (2012). Large particles given as white dots. In (a) all the
captured large particles are shown where it is clear that the particle lines consists
of one single particle flowing through the domain. In (b) only particles from a few
images are shown, which is used to have independent particle positions.

To improve the time efficiency of the experiments, some improvements have been

implemented after these initial tests by Vromans (2012). First, the particle dis-

placement in the streamwise direction is increased to approximately 8 pixels per

image pair. Therefore the interrogation window is set at 64x64, which makes the

postprocessing much faster. Although the accuracy is less, the streaks are still

captured.

Another improvement is the use of an average flow field of fewer images. Instead

of the 213 image pairs, only 4 image pairs are used to define the average flow.

Within these pairs all particle positions are then found and the same method is
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used. Therefore, the runs do not consist of 213 image pairs but of only 4 image

pairs. The drawback of this method here is that the average displacement field now

only consists of the average of 4 displacement fields, which means that measuring

error is not averaged out. However, a field of 4 is chosen as the streaks present in

the flow are captured with the usage of these image pairs, see Figure 6.18 where

both a single displacement field is given and the average over four of such fields.

Appendix C shows the average displacement fields for 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 and 32 PIV-

pairs from the measurements by Vromans (2012).
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Figure 6.18: The flow field from one image pair (a) and the averaged flow field using
4 image pairs (b). Notice how averaging over 4 pairs already makes a difference

The results to be shown in the next subsections are images from several mea-

surements. One measurement consists of 40 runs, totaling 160 image pairs per

measurement.

6.2.5. Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis of both the small tracer particles and the large particles has

been conducted. The results given are all processed as follows:

1. Average displacement field xmean of 4 image pairs is computed

2. The mean displacement in place x and standard deviation std of the average

displacement field xmean are determined

3. Particle positions are determined for one image of each image pair using the

method described in Section 6.2.2

4. The displacement at each particle position is determined from the averaged

displacement field xmean and the mean displacement from step 2, x, is sub-

tracted: the relative displacement x∗ = x(xmean)− x per particle

5. A PDF of the relative displacement x∗ of all particles is plotted and the

mean and standard deviation are determined
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The number of measurements and particle fields used is different for the small and

large particles and is given in the respective sections.

Small particles, d ∼ 50µ

Because many tracer particles are present in all figures, it is relatively easy to do

statistical analysis with these particles. However, one expects that those particles

have no preferential positioning. The Probability Density Function of the relative

displacement is given in Figure 6.19 as a blue solid line. The data in the figure is

composed of the data of 1 measurement of 40 runs and two particle fields in each

run.

The relative displacement is the average displacement of the flowfield as deduced

by the PIV-measurements minus the linearly interpolated fluid displacement at

particle position. This means that a displacement difference in Figure 6.19(a) of

zero, indicates that the fluid displacement at the particle position is equal to the

average displacement.

The mean value of the relative displacement in Figure 6.19(a) is x∗ = −0.0023pix,

or approximately zero. This indicates that the particles are homogeneously dis-

tributed over both high and low displacement regions. The standard deviation

of the relative displacement equals s = 0.50pix. In the same figure, also a nor-

mal distribution with the same parameters is given and shown as a red dotted

line. What can be clearly seen is that the particle relative displacement is not

perfectly distributed as a normal distribution. The difference between the normal

distribution and the particle distribution is given in Figure 6.19(b). Around the

average the distribution is smaller, but at different values of relative displacement

two peaks are present. These two peaks represent the streaks and the results show

that some streaky structures are present in the flow field. Both the peaks for low

displacement and high displacement are of the same size, so there is no apparent

preferential positioning of the small particles.

Large particles, d ∼ 200µ

For large particles, only few particles are present in the flow. To have enough data

to do statistical analysis, the PDF in Figure 6.20 is composed of particles in 15

measurements, each consisting of the 40 runs of which 4 image pairs have been

used. The performed analysis is equal to that of the small particles.

The mean values of the relative displacement of the large particles is smaller than

that for small particles: x∗ = −0.07pix. This might indicate that large particles

tend to be more in the low speed regions of the flow. The standard deviation of

the particle PDF is s = 0.52pix and using the mean and standard deviation, the

normal distribution is given in Figure 6.20(a) as the red dotted line. Comparing the

normal and particle distributions, one might conclude that the particle distribution

can be approximated by the normal distribution. This is different compared to the
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Figure 6.19: The PDF of the small particles (d = 50µm) and a normal distribution
with the same mean and standard deviation (a) and the difference between the two
(b). The latter shows that the small particle distribution is clearly not normally
distributed and the two flanks are a result of the streaks.

tracer particles, indicating that large particles behave differently. However, Figure

6.20(b) might indicate that also for the large particles fewer particles are present

at the average and more in the flanks of the distribution.

The average displacement shown is smaller than zero. If a confidence interval

of 95% is specified for the particle displacement mean x∗, the true mean xn lies

between:

xn =x̄∗ ±A
s

√

(n)
= −0.073± 1.645

0.562
√

(2991)
=

=− 0.073± 0.016 = [−0.087,−0.056] (6.3)

with A = 1.645 for a one-sided problem and n > 150 (from the table for t-test

distributions).

To be able to say that these results are true, more data has to be acquired and

further statistical analysis has to be conducted.

6.3. Discussion and conclusions

In this chapter, the particles were all finite sized; either modeled or in the experi-

ments. In the numerical simulations, migration of these particles is studied in both

laminar flow and vortices where it is found that particle migrate towards specific

regions in the flow. In laminar flow, important parameters for migration are the size

of the particles and the Reynolds number. Although the Reynolds number based

on the channel parameters is not the key dimensionless parameter, it is not yet

found which dimensionless parameters are the most important ones. The Saffman

lift force drives the particles towards the center of the channel and the pressure

forces them towards the wall. The equilibrium is reached when all forces cancel

and the equilibrium position is found to depend on the distance to the wall from
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Figure 6.20: The PDF of the large particles and a normal distribution with the same
mean and standard deviation (a) and the difference between the two (b). From (b)
one cannot make any definite conclusions whether this is a normal distribution or
not.

the particle boundary.

In the simulations the particles in vortices appear to migrate either inwards or

outwards. Particles with ξ > 1 move inwards, while particles with ξ < 1 move

outwards. Also particles with ξ = 1 might slightly migrate outwards. This could

be true due to the added mass effect: extra mass flows with the particle, effectively

increasing the particle mass creating an overall density ratio of ξ < 1. Larger num-

bers of particles appear to disturb this process.

The results of the experiments show that for the small particles, the streaks are

visible. There appears to be a difference in the positioning of large and smaller

particles. The distribution for large particles has a negative mean and is more

Gaussian. The negative mean is similar to the results obtained with DNS and

ξ << 1 from Chapter 5. However, more research is needed to confirm these results.
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CHAPTER 7

Conclusions and recommendations

7.1. Conclusions

The aim of this thesis is to investigate the influence of particles on transition.

The stability of a laminar flow is studied and it is found that both the particle

mass fraction f and density ratio ξ = ρf/ρp are important parameters. Therefore

one single answer cannot be given to the question of the influence of particles on

transition. Instead, the conclusions will be given in three different subsections

7.1.1. Particles with ξ << 1

From previous research it is known that particles with ξ << 1 and Stokes drag

as the only interaction term can increase the critical Reynolds number and there-

fore stabilize the flow. This is demonstrated in Chapter 3, where it is found that

particles have most influence when the stability Stokes number Stω = SRωr is of

order one: the period of the disturbance is of the same timescale as the particle

relaxation time.

However, it is also known that in single-phase shear flows, transition is subcriti-

cal: at Reynolds numbers lower than predicted by classical linear stability analysis.

The transient growth phenomenon is found to be hardly affected by particles with

ξ << 1. Only for large particle relaxation times S, a small effect is found for the

optimal disturbance (α, β) = (0, 2). This again can be explained by the stability

Stokes number: transient growth is a slow process and therefore the particle relax-

ation time should be large to have a Stω ∼ 1. All these results using linear analysis

indicate that the particle relaxation time and disturbance time should be of the

same order to have an effect on stability.

The subcritical transition process consists of more stages than transient growth

alone; non-linear interactions are important in the other stages. The process is

described by:

x-dependent flow = (1) ⇒ streamwise vortices = (2) ⇒
⇒ streamwise streaks = (3) ⇒ streak breakdown ⇒ transition,

113
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where (2) is the process described by transient growth of disturbances and parti-

cles do not influence this stage in transition. The results in Chapter 4 show that

particles do influence stages (1) and (3) and therefore particles do influence the

total transition process.

The critical threshold energy is investigated for both stages and it is apparent that

particle mass fraction is of great importance. Starting with a large particle mass

fraction: particles increase the critical threshold energy of stage (1). For stage (3),

the critical threshold energy hardly increases. However, the transition time does

increase: particles induce a time-delay.

For smaller particle mass fractions, f < 0.15, the results indicate that a decrease

in critical threshold energy can occur. This decrease in critical threshold energy is

interesting as this tells something about the disturbances that are induced by the

presence of particles. Instead of only damping existing disturbances, particles also

induce other disturbances which undergo transient energy growth destabilizing the

flow.

These results show that only large particle mass fractions stabilize the flow. The

large particle mass fractions needed to delay transition might be difficult to obtain.

Instead of assuming a homogeneous distribution, the dispersion of particles is im-

portant as locally large particle mass fractions might occur. A well known effect

of particle dispersion is wall accumulation, or turbophoresis, in turbulence. In the

bypass transition in Chapter 5, it is shown that in transitional flow the particle wall

concentration has the same shape as the intermittency diagram: within turbulence

and turbulent spots particles tend to be at the wall. This means that particle wall

accumulation does not happen in laminar flow, streamwise vortices and streaks.

Thus, a local large mass fraction is not present at the wall in transitional flow.

However, within streaks, particles do show some clustering. Particles tend to be

more present in the low speed streaks compared to high speed streaks. Surpris-

ingly, this result is also true for passive tracers, particles that follow the fluid flow

exactly. One would expect that tracers are homogeneously distributed, but this

is not the case in the performed simulations. This effect can be explained by

non-homogeneous particle seeding and subsequently the local fluid velocity. Non-

homogeneous particle seeding in wall-normal direction induces inhomogeneity up-

stream and therefore results in a non-homogeneous distribution downstream. The

distribution in the boundary layer becomes homogeneous when the flow is turbu-

lent: turbulence induces mixing.

The local fluid velocity increases the effect of the non-homogeneous seeding, but

interesting in particle clustering in general. If one seeds particles randomly in both

low and high speed regions, the probability of a particle to flow into a high or low

speed region is equal. However, particles stay longer in low speed regions as they

move slower than particles in the high speed regions. Therefore, the probability of

finding a particle in low speed areas is larger compared to high speed areas.
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All these results show that if one seed particles homogeneously in the whole do-

main, they do not have preferential positioning. If one however seeds particles at

a particular height (i.e. one seeds non-homogeneously), the local particle concen-

tration is larger in low speed streaks.

7.1.2. Particles with ξ ∼ 1

The influence of particles with ξ ∼ 1 on the critical Reynolds number is again

found optimal when the disturbance time scale is approximately equal to particle

timescale: Stω ∼ 1.

Particles with ξ = 1 have no influence on the critical Reynolds number. Particles

slightly lighter than the fluid, ξ > 1, show an increase in critical Reynolds number

for small particle relaxation times S. Particles slightly heavier, ξ < 1, show a

decrease of the critical Reynolds number for small S.

A modified Reynolds number can be used to account for the decrease/increase in

density of the total mixture Rm, and is defined in Chapter 3 as:

Rm =
(1 + f − Φ) ρfUL

µ
= (1 + f − Φ)Re.

When the modified Reynolds number is used, particles have no influence on the

critical Reynolds number Rm,crit at small particle relaxation times S.

However, also for particles with ξ ∼ 1, transient growth is of importance. It is found

that for ξ = 2 and ξ = 0.5, the transient growth is smaller for fluid → fluid, com-

pared to a single phase flow and a flow with particles with ξ << 1. This is true,

because the particles occupy a volume Φ and therefore the fluid has a volume of

(1−Φ). This means that the modified Reynolds number for these flows is smaller

and thus the transient growth. If the modified Reynolds number is used, the tran-

sient growth is equal for all cases: there is no change compared to a single-phase

fluid.

7.1.3. Finite-sized particles

For particles with ξ ∼ 1, also their influence on the other transition steps from

the non-linear transition process would be interesting to investigate. Due to nu-

merical resources however, the research is restricted to two cases which are models

of some of the transition stages: laminar flow and streamwise vortices. As no di-

rect influence of the particles on the transition is computed, particle clustering and

migration is investigated. Clusters of particles can modify the flow phenomena in

laminar flow and these modifications can help in the understanding of the influence

of finite-sized particles on transition.
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In a laminar Poiseuille flow, simulations show that a single finite-sized particle

moves towards an equilibrium position. This equilibrium position is determined

for two particles sizes, H/d = 5 and H/d = 10. The equilibrium position is a

function of Reynolds number and an ’optimal’ Reynolds number exists, where the

equilibrium position is closest to the wall and is different for both particle sizes,

Re ∼ 100 and Re ∼ 140 respectively. The equilibrium position of the particle cen-

ter is also a function of particle size, but the optimal distance between the particle

surface closest to the wall and the wall is equal for both particle sizes: y ∼ 0.14.

This result is interesting for transition research as it is found that finite-sized par-

ticle might not be homogeneously distributed in a laminar Poiseuille flow. Even

with more particles present and with particle-particle interactions, particles mi-

grate towards certain equilibrium positions. The formation and position of these

bands can be used in an extended stability analysis where also inhomogeneity is

taken into account. An effect of this inhomogeneity is that this might induce extra

disturbances as the density and viscosity of the mixture is not homogeneous.

As the optimal initial condition for transition consists of streamwise vortices, par-

ticle behavior in vortices is also modeled. This shows that a particle migrates

outwards and inwards, depending on the density ratio. Particles with ξ > 1 gener-

ally move inwards and particles with ξ < 1 conversely move outwards. One would

expect that particles with ξ = 1 are neutral and stay at the position they started:

this appears not be the case. Particles with ξ = 1 move outwards as if it were

heavier. This could either be a numerical artifact or the neutral density ratio ξ

effectively has a density ratio smaller than ξ = 1. The latter could be attributed to

the added mass effect: extra fluid moves with the particle and it appears to have a

ξ < 1 and move outwards. The density ratio where the particle stays in the neutral

position is found to be ξ ∼ 1.015.

In boundary layer transition, particles with ξ > 1.015 move inwards and would

move towards the large shear regions between the high and low speed streaks.

Particles with ξ < 1 on the other hand, will move to regions less susceptible for

transition. Particles with ξ > 1 can therefore influence the transition due to their

migration towards large shear regions.

These equilibrium position results from a channel flow, can also be relevant for

transition in a boundary layer. Thus particles entering the boundary layer may

disperse towards this equilibrium position and, as a consequence, an inhomogeneous

particle concentration in wall normal direction in a laminar boundary layer is then

created.

A boundary layer with finite sized particles is investigated with experiments for two

particle sizes: the tracer particles (d ∼ 50µm) and the large particles (d ∼ 200µm).
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As many tracer particles are present within images, statistical analysis can be

easily performed. The tracer particle data are used to identify streaks. The large

particles do not show the same behavior as the tracer particles: the distribution

of the large particles is more like a normal distribution and does not show the

presence of streaks. This indicates that large particles do flow differently within a

boundary layer. If one then assumes that the tracer particles are homogeneously

distributed, these results indicate that large particles are distributed differently

and can create inhomogeneous particle distributions. However, more experimental

research is needed to confirm these preliminary results.

7.2. Recommendations

More research should be conducted on the influence of particles on the critical en-

ergy threshold, especially the influence of particles at small particle mass fractions.

It is shown that particles induce other perturbations, which can grow in energy

via non-modal energy growth. It would be interesting to investigate how particles

induce such extra perturbations and whether this is true for all particles. Most im-

portantly, can these results be used to diminish the effect of decreasing threshold

energy? A way to start such research is the introduction of some random noise to

investigate whether particle can induce extra perturbations.

As shown in the last part, inhomogeneous particle concentrations do occur in tran-

sition and are already present in the laminar flow. Therefore, an extended research

on the stability with inhomogeneous particle distributions is useful. Such particle

distributions not only locally dampen or increase perturbations, they also might

induce extra perturbations due to inhomogeneous density and viscosity of the fluid-

particle mixture. More information on the inhomogeneity might be obtained from

the particle statistical files from the investigation in Chapter 5.

For finite-sized particles the full non-linear stability analysis would be ideal to in-

vestigate. However, also the particle migration in transitional flows is an interesting

subject. As a start, the streamwise vortices research could be extended with vol-

ume forcing the vortices and the introduction of a base flow (Couette or Poiseuille).

The experimental research should be part of this, where the migration in the lam-

inar boundary layer could be investigated to confirm the positioning of particles

at an equilibrium position. The migration within the vortices is another topic of

experimental research.
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APPENDIX A

Energy Analysis - separate terms

The derivation of the energy terms in Chapter 3 is given in this Appendix. The

method follows Cossu & Brandt (2004), with the inclusion of extra terms due to

the coupling with particles. The starting point is Equation 2.19:
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This equation is a combination of the following separate equations for both fluid

and particles energy
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Following Cossu & Brandt (2004), the terms from Equation A.1 can be written as

follows:
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with:
∂E

∂t
= Ty + Tpy −D −Dp (A.9)

Now assume normal mode expansion and integrate in streamwise (x) direction.
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APPENDIX B

Modified Reynolds number

The modified Reynolds number can be used to scale the Reynolds number based

on the the particle volume Φ, the particle mass fraction f and Einstein increase

in viscosity. In the following section, the Einstein increase in viscosity is given

followed by a comparison between the modified Reynolds number with and without

this term. This appendix shows a scaling table for the critical Reynolds number

based on the used model.

B.1. Einstein increase in viscosity

One effect neglected is the Einstein increase of viscosity (Einstein 1906), which

accounts for the effect that particles are rigid and cannot deform. Thus the effect

is only a function of particle volume Φ: µ = µ0(1+
5
2Φ). For particles with ξ << 1

the volume fraction Φ can be neglected and µ = µ0. However, when ξ ∼ 1 the

volume fraction Φ is larger and this increase in viscosity can be used.

Figure B.1 shows the results using two models. One with an adapted density as

used in Chapter 3 (Figure B.1 a) and one taking the Einstein increase in viscosity

into account (b). A change in critical Reynolds number can be seen for both of the

models. However, the increase/decrease in critical Reynolds number for small and

large S can be computed a priori using the modified Reynolds number, which is

Rem = 5772 in all models. The modified Reynolds number based on the viscosity

changes is defined as

Rem =
(1 + f − Φ) ρfUL

µ (1 + 5/2Φ)
=

(1 + f − Φ)

(1 + 5/2Φ)
Re.

The Reynolds numbers can be scaled to any of the models: with or without adapting

the density, Einstein increase in viscosity and mass fraction f . An overview is given

in Table B.1
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Figure B.1: Critical Reynolds number as a function of S for two different models.
(a) uses µ = µ0 and (b) uses the Einstein increase in viscosity µ = µ0

(

1 + 5
2Φ

)

.

Table B.1: Table for scaling the Reynolds number; ∂u
∂t means that the particle

volume is not taken into account and (1−Φ)∂u∂t means that it is taken into account.

Reynolds number is defined as Re =
ρfUL

µ

ξ << 1
∂u
∂t = ... Rem =

(1+f)ρfUL
µ

ξ ∼ 1
∂u
∂t = ... Rem =

(1+f)ρfUL
µ

(1− Φ)∂u∂t = ... Rem =
(1+f−Φ)ρfUL

µ

(1− Φ)∂u∂t = ... & µ
µ0

= 1 + 5
2Φ Rem =

(1+f−Φ)ρfUL

µ(1+ 5

2
Φ)



APPENDIX C

Averaging experiments

The minimum number of PIV-pairs to acquire a reasonable average is investigated

in this Appendix. Shown in Figure C.1 is the average measurement of the experi-

mental flow over 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 and 32 PIV-pairs. Important is that the streaks can

be recognized and used for statistical analysis. The chosen average in Chapter 7

is the average with 4 image pairs: this result already shows the streaks for a small

number of image pairs.
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Figure C.1: Averaging the same experimental data with a different number of
PIV-pairs.
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Summary

Transition in particle-laden flows

This thesis presents the study of laminar to turbulent transition of particle laden

flows. When a flow becomes turbulent, the drag increases one order of magnitude

compared to a laminar flow, therefore, much research is devoted to understand and

influence the transition. Research in the group Energy Technology at TU/e has

concentrated on the understanding of the bypass transition process of single-phase

fluids. Though there are still questions, the principles of this process are now, more

or less, known. However, little is known of the influence of particles on transition.

While experiments in the 1960s already showed that particles can reduce the fric-

tion in turbulent channel flows significantly. The question explored in this thesis

is whether this can be attributed to their influence on transition.

The initial onset of transition has been investigated with both modal and non-modal

linear stability analysis in a Poiseuille flow between two parallel plates. Particles

are introduced as a second fluid and they are considered to be solid, spherical

and homogeneously distributed. When the fluid density is much smaller than the

particle density, ξ (≡ ρf/ρp) << 1, an increase of the critical Reynolds number is

observed. However, transient growth of streamwise vortices resulting in streaks is

not affected by inclusion of particles. Particles with ξ ∼ 1 hardly seem to have an

effect on stability.

Although linear analysis shows that particles hardly influence the transient growth

of disturbances, they might affect other (non-linear) stages of transition. To inves-

tigate such effects, the full Navier-Stokes equations for 3D Poiseuille flow between

two parallel plates are numerically solved and particles are introduced as points

with two-way coupling. For particles in a channel flow with ξ << 1, results show

that the transition to turbulence is delayed for mass fractions f
(

=
mpN
ρf

)

larger

than 0.1. For a mass fraction of f = 0.4 the initial disturbance energy needed to
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get a turbulent flow increases with a factor of four.

Even if lower particle mass fractions f are used, locally there could be large par-

ticle mass fractions. Therefore, the next step is to investigate the generation of

local large particle mass fractions f . Such particle clusters can be as large as the

typical flow structures in the flow, like streak width and vortex size. Then they

might change the flow field and (in)stability mechanisms. Numerical simulations of

bypass transition in a boundary layer flow are used to determine whether particles

cluster and where they tend to cluster. It is found that point particles with ξ << 1

and a large particle relaxation time tend to move in the low speed regions of the

flow. In case of streaks, the low speed streaks are most favorable. For smaller

particle relaxation times, particles act as tracers and do not have a preferential

position and are homogeneously distributed.

For particles with ξ ∼ 1 the linear stability analysis showed no transition effect at

any f . However, one effect neglected until now is that of particle size. For particles

with dimensions of the same order of magnitude of the flow disturbance, parti-

cles might influence the flow field. To investigate whether such particles migrate

towards positions where they can affect transition some exploratory numerical sim-

ulations and experiments are performed.

Numerically, the lateral migration of large particles (d/H = 5) with ξ = 1 in a 3D

Poiseuille flow between two parallel plates is investigated. In laminar channel flow,

large particles tend to move laterally due to shear to an equilibrium position. For

a single large particle some key parameters for migration are identified: the size of

the particle and the velocity of the fluid.

When multiple particles are present, they tend to form particle trains. If particles

are close, they influence each other and the equilibrium position shifts towards the

wall, where the final position is dependent on the inter-particle spacing. Also, not

one steady equilibrium position is present, but particles move around an equilib-

rium position.

Experimentally, migration of particles in bypass transition with ξ = 1 is investi-

gated to find out whether neutrally buoyant particles have a preferential position

within streaks. The first results with tracer particles (d ∼ 50µm) and few large

particles (d ∼ 200µm) do not show a statistical significant preferential positioning.
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Transitie in stromingen met deeltjes

Dit proefschrift behandelt de invloed van deeltjes op de overgang (transitie) van

een georganiseerde (laminaire) naar een chaotische (turbulente) stroming. In het

verleden is veel onderzoek is gedaan naar transitie en de controle hiervan, on-

der andere omdat een laminaire stroming minder weerstand ondervindt dan een

turbulente stroming. Door een stroming langer laminair te houden kan worden

voorkomen dat er extra energieverlies optreedt door weerstandstoename als het

gevolg van turbulentie. Een mogelijke manier om de transitie te bëınvloeden is het

toevoegen van deeltjes aan de stroming. Al in de jaren 60 van de vorige eeuw zijn

er experimenten uitgevoerd met deeltjes in een kanaalstroming waaruit blijkt dat

de weerstand wordt verminderd. De hypothese is dat deze weerstandsvermindering

komt door de invloed van deeltjes op transitie.

In het numerieke onderzoek naar stabiliteit van stromingen is er gebruik gemaakt

van een laminaire stroming waarop een verstoring wordt aangebracht. Startpunt

zijn hierbij de gelineariseerde Navier-Stokes vergelijkingen. Er kunnen drie dingen

gebeuren: (1) de verstoring dempt uit, (2) de verstoring groeit eerst waarna deze

uitdempt of (3) de verstoring groeit. Als de verstoring groeit (3) dan is de stroming

instabiel en wordt de stroming uiteindelijk turbulent. Om aan te geven wanneer

een stroming instabiel kan worden, wordt gebruik gemaakt van het kritische Rey-

nolds getal. Dit proefschrift laat zien dat kleine deeltjes met een grotere dichtheid

dan de stroming (ξ (≡ ρf/ρp) << 1) dit kritisch Reynolds getal kunnen verhogen:

de stroming wordt stabieler. Dit wil niet zeggen dat een stroming inderdaad langer

laminair blijft, want als de initiele groei van (2) groot is kan deze groei al zorgen

voor turbulentie. Het blijkt dat dit groeiproces bijna niet gedempt door de to-

evoeging van kleine deeltjes.

In deze studie is tot nu toe is gebruik gemaakt van een linear systeem, aangezien de

groei van verstoringen een linear proces is. De overgang naar turbulentie is echter

een niet-linear proces. Als de verstoring groot genoeg is, kan de initiele groei bij

mogelijkheid (2) genoeg zijn om al turbulentie te verkrijgen. De verstoringsgroei
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bij (2) resulteert in streaks (banen/stroken) met langzame en snelle stroming. Dus

hoewel deeltjes op proces bijna geen invloed hebben, kunnen deeltjes wel de over-

gang van streaks naar turbulentie bëınvloeden. Deeltjes kunnen ervoor zorgen dat

de verstoring op de laminaire stroming waaruit de steaks voortkomen niet ontstaan.

Hierbij blijkt dat de benodigde verstoringsenergie wordt verhoogd. Alleen bij een

kleine massa fractie kunnen de deeltjes voor extra verstoringen zorgen waardoor

de stroming minder stabiel wordt. Een tweede manier waarbij de deeltjes invloed

hebben is bij de niet-lineaire overgang van de streaks naar turbulentie, deze blijkt

te worden vertraagd: bij dezelfde verstoringsenergie duurt het langer voordat de

stroming turbulent wordt.

In de gebruikte analyses tot nu toe, zijn er homogene deeltjesconcentraties van

kleine deeltjes verondersteld. Maar nu blijkt dat hoge concentraties en lage con-

centraties verschillende resultaten geven, wordt de inhomogeniteit van stromingen

belangrijk. Lokaal hoge concentraties kunnen de stroming lokaal stabiliseren, ter-

wijl lage concentraties de stroming lokaal instabieler kunnen maken .

Simulaties met een stroming over een vlakke plaat tonen aan dat in de turbulente

regio’s veel kleine deeltjes zich aan de wand bevinden. Het blijkt dat de deeltjes

dit nog niet doen tijdens transitie en dat deeltjes pas op de wand gaan clusteren

in turbulente gebieden. Deeltjes in de laminaire stroming en stroken hebben geen

preferente positie en clustering van deeltjes vindt niet plaats tijdens transitie.

Naast deeltjesclusters van kleine deeltjes, kan een preferente positie van enkele

grote deeltjes ook invloed hebben op transitie. Eerste inleidende simulaties met

grote deeltjes met ξ ∼ 1 zijn gedaan in een laminaire kanaal stroming. Hierbij is

gekeken naar de migratie van deeltjes en de evenwichtspositie ten opzichte van de

boven en onderwand van het kanaal is onderzocht. Deze evenwichtspositie is van

belang voor verder onderzoek in transitie. De gevonden evenwichtspositie blijkt

afhankelijk te zijn van de afstand van de rand van het deeltje tot de dichtsbijzijnde

wand: voor de twee onderzochte deeltjes groottes blijkt deze afstand gelijk te zijn.

Een aantal verkennende waterbak experimenten zijn ook uitgevoerd, om de mo-

gelijkheid van experimenten te onderzoeken. De eerste resultaten met kleine (d ∼
50µm) en grote (d ∼ 200µm) deeltjes laat nog geen preferentie positie zien, meer ex-

perimenten dienen te worden uitgevoerd om hierover conclusies te kunnen trekken.

Experimenteel werk over deeltjes in transitie lijkt zeker mogelijk in de gebruikte

opstelling, als gekeken wordt naar preferente deeltjes posities.
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